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Law School
Looks For
New Dean
By Allen Fore
Forum Staff Writer
Dean Ivan Bodensteiner, Dean
of the Valparaiso University
School of Uiw for the last three
years, will step down from his
position at the end of the 88-89
academic year.
"I took the position on an interim one-year basis,'' said
Bodensteiner, who also teaches
part-time at the School of Law.
"The faculty encouraged me to
stay longer, and its turned into
four years. That's long enough ...
certainly longer than I planned to
serve."
The search for a new Dean is
already underway. University
President Alan Harre appointed
Professor of Law Jack Hiller
chainnan of the search committee,
charged with conducting a nationwide effort to locate the next
Dean.
"We're looking for someone who
will give us a five year commitment," said Hiller, who has headed prev!ous search committees.
"The ideal candidate will have
good administrative and public
relation's skills; he will be an
academician and scholar, with extensive experience in legal education: ideally, he will be someone
who will fit into the desi~.
framework and vision of the
University.''
The search committee. formed in
mid-July, hu already met in order
to appoint sub-committees to
study the credentials and
qualifications of applicants, and to
work out the many details involved in the recruiting process.
"Searcb.ing for a new Dean can
be quite a time consuming process,'' said Hlller. "But I've done
this before, so the President is
hopeful my experience will be
helpful. If all goes as planned, we
should have the field narrowed by
early next year."
The final three or four candidates will be invited to campus
to meet with faculty, staff, and
students. The committee will then
narrow the field to two candidates,
and the final selection will be
made by President Harre in the
spring.
Hiller would not reveal names of
potential candidates for the posi-

tion, but said that individuals
with a "vast array of talent" have
expressed interest. Hiller confirmed that Associate Dean Bruce
Berner has submitted his name to
the committee for consideration.
Dean Bodensteiner declined to
serve on the search committee. "I
don't have a preference, and I
think the committee is best guided to make the decision," Bodensteiner said.
Bodensteiner likens the position
of law school dean to the chief executive of a company... Running a
law school is a full-time job. The
nature of the job has changed over
the years, from an academic one,
to more of a business related position."
Dean Bodensteiner is tentative
on his plans for the future once his
resignation is effective July one.
"I've enjoyed my time as Dean,
and relations with facualty and
students have gone very well."
"It's my choice to step down as
Dean and returning to teaching
full-time is a possibility. Getting
away from here for a year or so is
another possibility. I'm still in the
process of considering various options."
"It hasn't been my lifelong goal
to be Dean, but it has been a
rewardin experience. I think
we've undersold what we have, but
the school has made substantial
strides. Our students ean compete
with students from anywhere, and
their continued successes will
refiect positively on the school.''
The new Dean will be on campus
in late June, and will officially
take over as head of the Law
School on July one.

Dave Phillips, above, observes the Pinhook Bog during a MELC field trip Sept.
Above left, are flora characteristic of the bog. Above right, a park ranger explains
the bog. See related story, page 3.

SBA

Investigates

By Julie L. Ezell
Forum Staff Writer

MEMBERS OF THE
DEAN SEARCH COMMITTEE

fessors: Jack Hiller, Chairman,
bert Blomquist, Paul Brietzke,
hilipp Brockington, Charles
ren, Charles Gramley, Rosalie
inson, Alfred Meyer, Seymour
oskowitz, David Meyers, Mary
rsyn, John Potts, Richard Stith,
avid Vandercoy, Geri Yonover.
x-officio: Curtis Cichowski, Gail
shel, Barbara Yang. Student
embers: Peter Pogue, Brian
tiller, SBA; Barb Bolling, BLSA;
onda Marrow, WLSA.

If during your late night
perusals of the law library you've
noticed fewer available tables and
more warm bodies, you may be
surprised to learn that those new
faces do not belong to lLs. Instead,
the
newcomers
are
V. U.
undergraduates
who
have
discovered the attributes of the
Weseman Hall Library.
According to Mary Persyn, the
Law Library Director, those
undergraduates have every right to
use the law library as long as they
don't interfere with the law
students• use of the facility.
But SBA vice-president Kevin
Speer claims the UDdergraduates
are interfering with the law
students by taking up "prime
available space" and increasing
the noise level.
The
decision
to
allow
undergraduates in the law library
came from the university's
academic vice-president and the
law school administration, Persyn
said. "The university said that law
students can use the computer
center, the Union, and the Moellering Library, so the undergrads can
use the law school.'' However, the
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Dean Ivan Bodensteiner at Student Body Meeting.
This is Bodensteiner's last year as dean.

undergraduates don't have any
special privileges. "Just as they
can throw out law students who
are obnoxious, we can throw out
obnoxious undergrads,'' she said.
'lb date, the law library personnel have not asked any
undergraduates to leave, but the
SBA may propose changes designed to limit undergraduate access to
the law library.
According to Speer, law students
have compliined to the SBA about
the noise levels and the crowding
the undergraduates create in the
law library. 'Ib detemine the
amount of undergraduate usage,
Speer plans to conduct a survey examining
the
heaviest
undergraduate use periods and the
alleged crowded conditions. The
American Bar Association
established guidelines requiring
priority usage for law students,
Speer said, and VU may not be
meeting those standards.
"Just because there are 500 seats
that doesn't mean that there are
500 available spaces for law
students," Speer said.
If the SBA determines after the
completion of the survey that a
problem exists, Speer proposes
establishing in conjunction with
the administration a year-round
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Library
priority schedule for law students,
or in the alternative, confinlna the
undergraduates to certain areas of
the library. "If they only restrict
the use of the law library during
final exams, the implication is
that we only need to study for two
weeks out of the semester,'' Speer
said. "I don't think that's what the
administration wants."
However, some undergraduates
utilize the law library due to the
University's limited study
facilities. Fred Treftz, a Mokena,
Ill. senior, spends at least ten
hours a week studying in the law
library because it's "the best place
on campus to study." Treftz credits
the quiet atmosphere and the
longer operational hours for the
law library's appeal. "The
academic buildings are locked in
the evenings, and certainly the
Union or the dorms are not decent
places to get any work done,"
Treftz said.
Treftz, however, has a few complaints about the law library. "I
can't get anything done either
when a loud group of 3Ls are talking upstairs about going to
Jackson's.''
The SBA will discuss the
undergraduate usage survey at the
next student body meeting, the
date of which has not been set.
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Waste Problem Grows Kautz Explains Class Actions
By Beth Henning
Forum Sports Editor

Think about it .. . every time that
you eat at Wendy's or McDonald's;
every time you grab a Snicker's
bar before Business Associations
class, you are contributing to
" it"...the solid waste problem.
The environmental problems
that the United States is currently facing are not just by-products
of industrial processes or fly ash
from an incinerator. The amounts
of municipal solid waste produced
in the Unitecl States have continued to increase, while disposal
apacity in the existing landfills is
decreasing at a rate that has been
tag gering.
The American public currently
roduces approximately 160
illion tons of municipal solid
aste per year, with a 20 percent
crease expected by the year 2000,
ccording to United States Enironmental Protection Agency
igures.
The "reasonable" average law
tudent produces approximately
.4 lbs. of garbage per day, as coma red to the 1960 Contract's
cholar model who produced 2. 7
lbs. per day. Our heirs and assigns
are predicted to produce 4 lbs. per
day in the year 2000, although
stimates by the American Public
orks Association (APWA) picks
he year 2000 to hit 7 lbs. of garage per day.
While we are producing increas. ng amounts of garbage, the
apacity for disposal is decreasing.
e U.S. EPA is charged with enorcing the federal environmental
tat ute, the Resource Conservation
nd Recovery Act (RCRA). Under
CRA, the U.S. EPA sets stanards for the management,
ransportation, and disposal of
olid and hazardous wastes.
When RCRA was enacted in
1976, an estimated 30,000 landfills
ere in operation. The subsequent
ncreased pressure of environmenal concern helped to eliminate
pen dumping and also helped to
duce the number of official
unicipal landfills to 9,284. A

survey conducted by the U.S. EPA
in 1987 revealed the number of
municipal landfills had been
reduced to 6,584.
The APWA survey also reported
that approximately 92 percent of
solid waste nationwide is disposed of in landfills. Approximately
40 percent of those communities
responding to the APWA survey
said that their communities will
run out of landfill capacity by
1993.

Many cities now transport their
solid wastes great distances, to
other disposal areas. The
American southwest, having experienced great population growth
in only recent years, has available
landspace. But this situation is an
exception. Most cities are frantically searching for solutions to
the solid waste disposal dilemna.
What can we do about this increasing growth of municipal
waste? Siting for new solid waste
management facilities and incinerators have been hampered by
a variety of concerns.
Many cities have turned to
recycling programs. Some of the
more ambitious programs can
significantly reduce solid waste by
15 to 50 percent. Unfortunately,
recycling can provide only a partial solution. As a nation, we must
faciliate the reduction of waste
production at the source, recycle as
much as possible, landfilling only
the treated residuals.
The Hazardous and Solid Waste
Amendments (HSWA) to RCRA in
a draft report recommended
specific roles for federal, state, and
local governments involving longterm planning requiring communities to work together. Part of
the solution to the solid waste problem includes increasing technical
assistance to state and local
governments, fostering of research
and promoting recycling and
source reduction.
The next time you toss out an
aluminum can or throw away Sunday's Chicago Tribune, thin){
about the recycling programs that
may be in existance in your community; source reduction can
begin with Mr./Ms. "reasonable"
law student.

By JC Anderson
Forum Lifestyles Editor
Phi Alpha Delta (PAD) sponsored P.C. Kautz, Esq., September
9, to speak about class action suits
in Indiana. Kautz, a 1973 graduate
of VU Law School and PAD
member, is well-versed in class actions. Kautz recently won a $29
million judgment in the 1988 case
of Sonnenburg v. Indiana. Indiana, according to Kautz, being
typically behind the times, makes
it very difficult to certify a class.
One of the major problems in
getting Indiana courts to certify a
class is the expense. Kautz explained every potential plaintiff in
the class must be notified. The
most accepted method is the US
mail. Since the representative does
not know if the court will certify
even if the notice requirements are
met, the representative will not
send notice until the certification
hearing, Kautz said. At the time of
the hearing, the court will require
the representative to show that he
has enough money in hand to mail
all the notices.
The costs can be quite a deterent,
Kautz said. Sometimes the costs
can be alleviated by underwriting.
Kautz pointed out that underwriting can lend itself to some
ethical problems, however. Often
an underwriter will have a strong
interest in the outcome of the case,
will fund the case, and then pile
amicus briefs on the court even
more in-depth than the parties'
own briefs. In these instances, the
motives of the underwriters and
the methods used may be questionable. And, of course, any impropriety or unethical behavior
reflects back on the attorney who
takes a case under such
circumstances.
Interestingly enough, the Sonnenburg case made quite an impression on Indiana law. The
16-year long litigation virtually
set the standard for certifying a
class in Indiana. Perhaps to the
dismay of young, budding lawyers
in training, it also set into motion
a movement to limit attorneys'
fees in a class action suit. Out of
the nearly $29 million awarded in

damages, attorneys took 8 million
in fees. The per attorney fees far
exceeded the per plaintiff awards.
A more than slightly perturbed
coalition of legislators, members
of the judiciary and various civil
liberties groups as well as concerned citizens have expressed disapproval. of he fees awarded in the
Sonnenburg case.
Kautz suggested his own Ethics
of Structuring Attorneys' Fees in
Class Action Suits. First, don't
seek out a class until that class is
certified. Trying to find the win-

ners of a suit before there is actually a suit is basically collective ambulance chasing. Second, publish
your fees at the time you send
notice. Since your potential client
can opt in or out of the suit at
notice of the suit, one should inform the plaintiff of their obligations at the same time you tell
them of their potential recovery.
Third, Kautz stresses remembering that under such close scrutiny,
one must keep painstaking record
of the actual time spent on the
case. Billable time is accountable
time.
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CLEO
Internship
Program
Provides Practical Ex peri en c e
By Jocelyn Murphy
Forum Staff Writer
In 1968, the Associatin of
American Law Schools, the
American Bar Association, the
National Bar Association and the
Law School Admission Council
jointly sponsored the formation of
the Council on I.Rgal Education
Opportunity (CLEO), an organization designed to help and encourage minorities and disadvantaged students enter law school
and become members of the legal
profession.
The Council's membership was
broadened in 1972 with the addition of the Hispanic National Bar
Association as a sponsoring
organization.
CLEO recruits and inspires
minority students who might not
otherwise consider the leaal profession as a career. In cooperation
with ABA-accredited law schools,
it operates six-week summer institutes that provide selected
students with a preview of the law
school experience and a concrete
means of identifying their capacity for law school study and acclimation to the process.
The program awards an annual
living stipend to those who are
certified at the conclusion of the
CLEO summer institute program
and enter an ABA-accredited law
school that fall. Students must
maintain good academic standing
throughout the duration of law
school.
CLEO does not set rigid
academic bounds within which applicants must fall before they will
be considered for the program.
The program is, however, interested in significantly increasing
the law school enrollment of
qualified persons from disadvantaged backgrounds. Therefore, all
academic screening for the program must take into account the
prevailing admissions standards
of the law school community.
CLEO reviews an applicant's entire file to determine what the prospects are for law school placement once the summer institute
experience is completed. Persons
whose records show little prospect
for admission to an ABAaccredited law school are generally not selected to participate in the
summer institutes.

The CLEO participant is an individual who is usually a first
generation college graduate and
may fall within a broad spectrum
of ethnic backgrounds including
Black, Chicano, Puerto Rican,
American
Indian,
Cuban,
Dominican, and others. The CLEO
participant is one who as an
undergraduate may have experienced initial difficulty in adjusting academ1cally to the college
environment. His or her
cumulative grade point average,
however, reflects an upward trend
characterized by marked improvement during the third and fourth
years. The LSAT score of the
typical CLEO participant will fall
within an approximate range of 18
and 30.
All institute curricula are approved by the Council's Executive
Committee. At a minimum, a summer proaram's curriculum should
include courses which are derived
from first year law school curricula and which emphasize legal
methods and techniques, which
focus extensively on abstract
thinking and which deal descriptively with methods of legal
analysis and synthesis. Additionally, each institute offers a
detailed writing course which
focuses on outlining, legal
analyses and responses to problems given in substantive
courses. The planned course of
study spans a five-and-one-half
week period with the remaining
half week reserved for evaluation
and one-on-one reviews of the institute participant's work.
The CLEO institutes' instructors
are law school professors and
serious educators with experience
in first year law teaching. The
writing programs are staffed by
law school teachers of communication skills or language specialists
who can work closely with professors in the substantive law
classes. The faculty devotes
substantial time to classroom
planning, preparation of materials
appropriate for a concentrated prelegal studies program, substantial
tutoring and properly deploying·
assigned teaching assistants.
The institutes are held
throughout the country and reflect
a broad geographic distribution to
reducestudenttravelexpensesto
the institutes. Food, lodging,

MELC Trip
To Pinhook
Educational
& Enjoyable

books and materials are supplied
at no expense to the CLEO participants while attending the institutes. Although accommodations may vary from institute to
institute, they usually involve the
dormitory facilities of the host
school. CLEO also reimburses institute participants for transportation to and from the institute sites,
based on surface transportation
rates to the institute site.
CLEO participants who successfully complete the six-week
Regional Summer Institue program and demonstrate a probability of success in law school
are certified as CLEO Fellows. As
such, they are eligible to receive
law school placement assistance
and the annual CLEO stipend
award for their three years of legal
study, contingent upon CLEO's
receipt of federal funding.
Between 1986-87, 1•00 students
applied for 200 openings in the
program, which attests to the continued viability and need for
CLEO. 1b date, of 175 accredited
U.S. law schools, 160 have admitted CLEO graduates, thereby
demonstrating the wide support
and acceptance that the program
enjoys. CLEO is funded under the
Department of Education and the
stipend level has increased to
$2,000 for the first year of law
study and somewhat less for the
second and third years. Seniors in
college interested in applying to
CLEO should send an application
between September and February
of their graduation, and the application must be received by
March 1, CLEO's deadline date
each year. The address is: CLEO,
1800 M St., N.W., Suite 290, North
Lobby, Washington, DC 20036.
The 1988 Midwest Region CLEO
Institute was held at the University of Iowa School of Law in Iowa
City, Iowa. I was a teaching assistant in the program. As a teaching
assistant, I lived with the CLEO
candidates in the dormitory and
was available on a 24 hour basis.
The courses that were taught were
Contracts, Agency/Partnership,
Civil Rights, and I.Rgal Writing
over the six week period. I helped
the six students in my group brief
cases, make course outlines, and
prepare for final exams. I also
wrote an evaluation of each student every week and attended
weekly meetings with professors.
The classes were just like first year
law school and some of the
teaching assistants got called on
just like the students. It was a
good experience and it has
strengthened my skills and
capabilities as a lawyer and as a
teacher.

By JC Anderson
Forum Lifestyles Editor

SBA President Tim Murray

Student Bar
Association
Holds First
Ever Student
Body Meeting
By Kristi Brown
Forum Staff Writer
Something happened for the
first time Sept. 9 at Valparaiso
School of Law.
The first student body meeting
was held, and approximately 65
students and Dean Bodensteiner
attended. SBA. President Tim Murray said the purpose of the oncea-month meetings is to provide a
stepping-stone to enhance communication between and among
students and the administration.
''The SBA. is affording an opportunity for law students to voice
problems and suggestions related
to the School of Law," Murray said.
"This open forum will also give
each law school organization the
chance to announce events,
meetings, speakers and parties."
As a result of the gathering, over
twelve organizations announced
upcoming events. Among suggestions made by students were to
petition for more parking lights
around the law school. Also, an announcement was made than an Intramural Sports Coordinator was
needed and that students should
check their lockers frequently for
administrative mail. 1b make the
meeting more festive, door prizes
were awarded.
The SBA. encourages all law
students to attend these monthly
meetings to become more aware of
and involved in what the School of
Law offers. Announcements of
details for the next student body
meeting will be posted on
classroom chalkboards and outside the SBA office.

Have you ever been to a bog?
Maybe, if you've been through
Scotland, or the Ukraine perhaps,
right? Or if you went on the
Midwestern Environmental Law
Caucus (MELC) trip to Pinhook
National Park on Saturday, Sept.
10, you'd know that there is a true
bog in good ol' Northwest Indiana.
What is a bog? Well, the story
goes back to the formation of the
ecosystem. When great glaciers
came down, pockets and thus
small lakes were formed. In these
lakes peat-moss grows and sinks
without actually fully decomposing, and the sunken moss is called peat. Thus in the center of a bog
is 12-60 or more feet of peat with
a living, green covering of moss
only 2-6 inches deep.
The area is highly acidic,
because of some extremely important and mysterious technical and
scientific reasons. The system gets
no water except for natural
precipitation. There is no connection between the bog and other
underground aquatic systems.
(Possibly with enough acid rain,
we'd all have enough peat-moss in
our yards to fertilize the lawns we
wouldn't have anymore.) Surrounding the bog are acid-tolerant
(though
not
necessarily
acidophillic) varieties of plantlife.
At Pinhook, not only do white
pines, red maples and various
ferns abound, but there are many
carnivorous plants as well. Even
though the summer was fairly dry,
most of the pitcher plants still
held enough water to capture the
USDA daily requirement of small,
boggish insects. The dew catchers
were all wet and sweet enough to
grab a bite to eat. Animal life
slowly thinned near the actual
bog.
The bog itself is something else.
Jumping on the bog is like jumping on a sponge-covered waterbed,
or like walking on a giant green
cracker floating on really thick
soup. This is something to be
experienced.
MELC sponsors trips such as
this year round. All trips are open
to all law students, and generally
to the public as a whole. The excursions into these levels of beauty
not only are pleasing to those who
attend, but also remind and reaffirm to people MELC's commitment to preserve the environment.
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Stockw~ll
Mike King
Forum Staff Writer
In a stunning 3. 5 hour expose of
covert CIA activity beginning in
1947 and continuing to this day, exCIA man Jim Stockwell roused a
packed union great hall audience
to wonder, disbelief, and despair.
Stockwell said the purpose of CIA
operations was destabilization of
the third world using terror, torture, and public disinformation.
Stockwell's message was that
the CIA was the organization by
which an invisible government
perverted the aims of the real
American system in favor of the
military-industrial complex.
Cltin& President Eisenhower,
Stockwell said the invisible
government had grown in power to
such an extent that even the power
of the presidency was impotent in
shaping national policy.
An example was President Kennedy's creation, The Alliance for
Progress. The Alliance, founded to
aid Latin American democracy
through economic cooperation,
became a tool manipulated by the
CIA, Stockwell said. Stockwell
outlined how money earmarked
for schools, hospitals, and children
was used to finance a private road
to one dictator's house--and a
private bank account. Stockwell
spoke of hormones and the power
of sophisticated public relation efforts that twisted not only the people at the top but public opinion
everywhere.
The CIA was corrupt from the
start, Stockwell said. The years
after World Warn saw the agency
using Nazi war criminals to gather
intelligence in eastern europe. The
Nazis were then given money and
new identities and assistance in
settling throughout the Americas.

Rouses Audience

CIA activity operates outside
the laws and national policy aims
of our government, according to
the speaker. Stockwell talked of
the Iran-Contra scandal saying:
You may not have had the opportunity to consider how the
Iran-Contra scandal ia related to
our country 'a real national security intereata. I'm talking about the
nuclear arma race-70,000 thermonuclear weapon.t controlled by
viaibly fallible often angry men
and women. The Reagan adminiatration hcu a doctrine which
supports what they call lowinten.tity conflicts throughout the
world. According to congre11ional
oversight committees the CIA hcu
been involved in ouer 50 major
covert operation• during the
Reagan years and in 1everal hundred minor covert operatiom.
Stockwell said these operations
led to the invasion of drugs into
our society. The CIA deals with
known drug dealers, Stockwell
said, adding that wherever CIA
planes go delivering arms they
bring back drugs. Stockwell examined how the CIA was instrumental in establishing the
French connection through CIA efforts to establish the mafia in ltlay
after World War U and then explained the connection between
drug traffic in Latin America and
the CIA.
Stockwell said the Contra effort
began with the CIA giving arms to
an Indian tribe in a successful effort to get the Indians to attack the
Sandanistas. When the Sandanistas retaliated the CIA formed the Contras, giving them arms
and an easy connection to
American drug markets.

On the drug subject Stockwell
was forceful: ''The CIA makes con-

tact with the seediest elements of
a society and will make any kind
of a deal to further what they
believe to be the real interests of
the U.S. The overseers of U.S. national security are in the president's national security council
and they are fully aware of the
deals."
Stockwell said the drug trade
was a $150 billion business and
there existed great pressure to provide it a safe harbor in the U.S.
The Third World debt is such that
the drug money must be banked in
the U.S. because the alternative
would be the Soviet Union.
Stockwell's lecture was strong
stuff and the audience challenged
him. He was accused of being unpatriotic, and questions he
answered repeatedly began with
the refrain, "I'm a patriotic
American and I would lay down
my life in support of freedom."
Stockwell said the KGB is not
comprised of saints, but pointed
out the secret wars of the CIA were
against Third World countries
helpless against this kind of
power. Stockwell said these policy
methods served only to drive the
people of the Third World into the
soviet camp.
Throughout
his
lecture
Stockwell made reference to books
and articles which support his
claims. He also made clear that
much of his information was
gathered under the Freedom of Information Act and was available to
everyone. Stockwell urged the audience to "Read for yourself, make
up your own minds. It's your
future-you're the ones will be doing the killing and being killed in
the next war."

v.u. Activities

ATLA

The Association of Trial lawyers
of America (ATLA) is a national
organization of lawyers and law
students interested in or practicing
the area of litigation. ATLA has
already had two organizational
meetings this semester during
whichg committees were set up,
membership encouraged and
plans discussed for upcoming
events of the year.
Many benefits accompany being
an ATLA member, such as receiving Trial magazine and the ATLA
reporter for the duration of law
school.
ATLA has at least one meeting
per month and notices are always
posted as to date. time, and place.
The latest .ATLA sponsored activity was an informational discussion by local attorney Mark
Schmitke on the topic of "AIDS
and the Law" followed by a
reception.
ATLA has many more exciting
events planned for the year. and interested law students may join by
contacting ATLA President Heidi
J ark (locker 206).

LSA
The Black Law Students
Association (BLSA) recently took
a trip to the East Chicago City
Court, giving members a chance to
observe the city court in ession.
Afterward, members met with city court Judae Del
arie
Wllllams.

The trip provided a theater of urban drama. The trip also gave
BLSA members an opportunity to
discuss courtroom dynamics and
current legal issues concerning urban society.
BLSA also recently hosted the
BLSA Regional convention. The
convention was held Saturday at
Weseman Hall.

WLSA held its first donut sale
Sept. 14 and will sponsor an
Outlining Seminar for first years
at 3 p.m. Sept. 27 in Room D. First
years are encouraged to attend.
WLSA also will sponsor a speaker
in early October. Watch for
publicity.
Anyone interested in joining
WLSA should contact Daneenelocker 232; Heidi-locker 206; or
Kathy-locker 8.

MELC PDP

The Midwest Environmental
Laws Caucus (MELC) recently
sponsored theNova Film 'Are You
Swimming in a Sewer?' The film
focused on ocean dumping and the
Clean Water Act.
The next meeting of MELC will
be held 4:30 p.m. Sept. 28.
Please watch for notices. All
members and those interested in
joining are invited to attend.
MELC is sponsoring a program
at 3:40 p.m. Oct. 6. Cornell Boggs
from the Department of Justice,
'lbxic 1brts division, will speak on
his expleriences. Refreshments
will follow the program. All are
welcome to attend.
Anyone interested in environmentallaw is encouraged to
attend the MELC events. It is not
too late to join. If you are interested in joining, please contact
Roger Weitgenant.

WLSA
The Women's Law Student
Association (WLSA) started this
year with a successful first
meeting, held Sept. 7. It has been
a record semester for new
memberships.

Phi Delta Phi (PDP) held its
first party of the year Sept. 15 at
Flint Lake. Vice President Steve
Krentz opened the doors of his
home to prospective members of
PDP. The Thursday night party
was well attended, and the officers
hope to increase membership not
only among the first year class,
but the second and third year
classes as well.
PDP will sponsor oral
arguments before the Indiana
Supreme Court in mid-October.
All students are welcome to attend
the arguments, which will be held
in classroom D. A reception will
follow, providing students with an
opportunity to meet the justices
and attorneys who argue the case.
PDP. in conjunction with several
other organizations, is sponsoring
a class for students from Indiana
University Northwest and Purdue
Calument to explain various
aspects of the law school to the
students. Professors Bruce Berner
Robert Blomquist have agreed to
hold 30 minute classes and introduce the students to the
Socratic method. These classes
will be held Saturday, Nov. 5. If
anyone is interested in helping
please contact Mary Ryan.

staff pboto

Ex-CIA man Jim Stockwell speaks at Valparaiso.

AIDS Comes to V.U.
By Georgeana Orlich
Forum Staff Writer
AIDS came to the Valparaiso
School of Law Thursday.
Valparaiso attorney Mark
Schmidtke discussed AIDS and
the law during an event sponsored
by the Association of Trial
Lawyers of America. Schmidtke is
an attorney with Hoeppner
Wagner & Evans, Valparaisoo, and
has become locally reknowned for
his research on the legal impact of
AIDS on our society.
Schmidtke said AIDS was first
identified in 1981, and four years
later a reliable test was developed
to determine if a person had AIDS
or had been exposed to the disease.
AIDS has three stages, according
to Schmidtke: initially, a person
can exposed to the virus without
it showing up in tests; second, a
person may test positive for HIV
but not yet develop symptoms;
lastly, a person actually has the
dreaded AIDS disease with its
associated symptoms.
AIDS may be contracted three
ways, Schmidtke said; by sexual
contact, by exposure to infected
blood or other bodily fiuids, or by
a child from her mother.
Schmidtke then discussed how
AIDS has affected the law. He
began with the area of employment law. A major issue in this
area is the question of testing
potential employees for the AIDS
virus. According to 'Schmidtke,
most of these cases are being
decided on an individual basis
balancing the factors of the
employee's stage of the disease and
the realm of contact the employee
has with others in the workplace.
1brt law was discussed next. The
most prevalent of the tort cases in-

volve hemophiliacs who have
received contaminated blood and
sue under product liability using
a strict liability theory. However,
these cases are becoming less in
number, Schmidtke said, due to
the refined testing of donated
blood.
Schmidtke predicted tort cases
involving AIDS are in the future
going to tum on current state of
the art for both products and
malparactice suits.
Schmidtke revealed his sense of
humor in addressing the AIDS effect on criminal law. Recently, the
human mouth was held to be considered a deadly weapon due to
the possible dangers contained
within its fluids, and a bite from
a person having AIDS was held as
assault with a deadly weapon.
Unemployment Compensation
was also addressed as a possible
future issue by Schmidtke, but
currently was rejected to an
employee who refused to perform
AIDS tests on blood samples.
The last category of law addressed by Schmidtke was duty to
warn. He put this in a category
distinguished from tort law due to
its wide controversy and impact.
The question remains a hotly
disputed issue unresolved by the
circuits, he said.
Schmidtke concluded by saying
that most people have the reaction
that AIDS is not going to reach
them, but the reality is AIDS is
here. Making mass decisions
seems easy, but individual rights
add difficulty and that is where
the law comes in, Schmidtke
pointed out. Courts protect the individual therefore, and Schmidtke
emphasized lawyers owe a duty to
keep current on important and
uprising issues such as AIDS.

KING GYROS
1610 EAST LINCOLNWAY
VALPARAISO, INDIANA 46383
(219) 464-2010

THE BEST GYROS IN TOWN

SPECIAL-....
2 Hot Dogs with Fries

$1.89
1/4 LB. CHEESEBURGER

$.99

TRY IT-- YOU'LL LIKE IT
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CareerS ervices News
By Nadine Dahm
Forum Editor

The Career Services Office is
one of the best kept secrets at
Valparaiso University School of
Law.
Although most students are
aware of the fact that the Career
Services Office exists, many
students either have not effectively utilized the Career Services Office's facilities or have never stepped foot inside of the office.
This article is designed to acquaint VU law students with the
Career Services Office as well as
to inform students of upcoming
events. The Career Services Office
can be one of the most valuable
services at the law school - if
students learn to take advantage
of what the Career Services Office
has to offer them.
The purpose of the Career Services Office is help students obtain
employment. One of the Career
Services Office's main activities is
maintaining and updating
employment information files.
The employment information files
are designed to provide job search
information to students looking
for employment. These files contain information on private law
firms of all sizes; courts, both
federal and state; corporations;
and all levels of governmental
positions.
The Career Services Office also
maintains a job information
board. The job information board
is located in the main hallway in
Weseman Hall. Clerking positions
and associates positions are posted
on the job information board.
Students looking for part-time or
permanent employment are encouraged to check the job information board.
In addition to maintaining
employer information files and
the job information board, the
Career Services Office also
publishes the CS Newsletter.
Every law student receives a CS
Newsletter in his or her locker. The
CS Newsletter is designed to keep
students informed about such
things as: which firms are coming
to campus, what career services
seminars are scheduled, when im-

portant deadlines are, how to impress potential employers, and
who has accepted employment.
The CS Newsletter also oftentimes includes student surveys.
According to Gail Peshel, Director
of Career Services, student
response to CS Surveys is usually
very low. Because the Career Services Office utilizes the results of
student surveys in determining
what type of inlormation the CS
Office will maintain, as well as
what type of programs it will offer, Peshel urges students to complete and return CS Surveys to the
Career Services Office.
A good example of how the
Career Services Office utilizes student surveys in making important
decisions is the Career Services
Office's recent acquisition of a
number of State Legal Directories.
According to Peshel, the Career
Services Office recently purchased State Legal Directories for
California, Thxas, South Carolina,
Missouri, Pennsylvania, Georgia
and the Mountain States (Colorado, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming). The decision on which State Directories to
buy was based on the results of a
CS Survey.
The next CS Newsletter will contain a student survey. The survey
asks students to describe their
summer clerking position so that
the Career services Office can include the information in the
employer information files. Peshel
urges all students to complete and
return the surveys so that future
law students can benefit from the
knowledge and experiences current law students have acquired.
Some important dates and
notices students should be aware
of are as follows:
The American Agricultural Law
Association will be holding a Job
Fair Oct. 13 and 14 in Kansas City, Mo.
The National Public Interest
Law Career Information Fair will
be held Friday, Oct. 21 in
Washington, D.C..
·
The 1988 Midwest Minority Law
Student Recruiting Conference
will be held Saturday, Oct. 29 in

By Steve Cox
The successful 1988 annual
meeting of the American Bar
Association in 'lbronto, Canada,
marked the first joint session of
the American Bar and the Canadian Bar.
The week prior to the senior
bar's meeting, the Law Student
Division of the American Bar
Association also met in 'lbronto to
debate resolutions proposed by
that division to the senior division. Valparaiso School of Law
was represented by Tim Murray
(SBA president) and Steve Cox
(ABA representative). The week
consisted of morning circuit
meetings in which circuit opinion
towa.r d resolution was decided,
followed by afternoon assembly

meetings where the merits of each
resolution were debated.
The following resolutions were
sent on to the House of Delegates
(made up of members from the
young lawyer and senior divisions) with a recommendation that
they be adjusted: mandatory Continuing Legal Education; investigation into discrimination in
capital sentencing; elimination of
barriers particular to women in
the profession; proposal for creed
of professionalism; Letters of Inquiry (Inter-governmental amendment); 50 hours per year toward
pro bono service; week of
awareness by law schools regarding the homeless; strengthening
of the tenure system; dissolution
of the National SBA/Creation of
Vice-Chair-ABA; investigation of
rising cost of law school tuition;

t
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Resumes on file:
All students should place 25
resumes on file with the Career
Services Office. Having resumes
on file with the Career Services
Office allows the Career Services
Office to meet requested deadlines
in sending resumes to law firms
and other potential employers. All
resumes will be kept in confidential files.

,·
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Judicial Clerkships:
1990 Federal Judicial Clerkships
will be filled during the summer
" Your res ume 1:. very 1mpress1ve
of 1989. Resumes, cover letters,
We 're very mterestecl lfl hlflng tile person who wrote d . ..
writing samples, transcripts, and
letters of recommendation should
be in the mail by mid-February or
early March, 1989.
Any 2L interested in obtaining a
judicial clerkship upon graduation should contact the Career Ser- By The Law Review Editorial Review participation require the
participant to perfect his or her
vices Office as soon as possible. · Board
work until a level of scholarly and
The Career Services Office has
When the words "Law Review" professional excellence is attainprepared an excellent pamphlet
entitled "Judicial Clerkship are mentioned the first thing that ed. While Law Review parcomes to many peoples minds are ticipants do not meet for a
Guide." The pamphlet is available
thoughts of pocket protectors, specified class period, participain the Career Services Office.
sliderules, and wardrobes of tion entails long hours and
rayon and polyester. The truth is diligent preparation much like
that the function and purpose of other classes.
Alumni Directories:
the Law Review is often unclear
The Valparaiso University
to many law students. The purSchool of Law Alumni Association pose of this article is to dispell Myth 4: I have to be in the top ten
percent to be on Law Review.
in cooperation with the Career
some of the myths surrounding Fact: Not really. There are several
Services Office has prepared an Law Review and give students a
ways to be accepted onto Law
alumni directory. The directory
better understanding of what Law Review. In order to be eligible for
lists all VU law school alums by review is all about.
Law Review, a student must have
class and by geographical location.
Al12L and 3L students should pick Myth 1: The purpose of the Law completed his or her first year of
up their alumni directory in the Review is to keep books stashed law school. There are three
Career Services Office as soon as away in impenetratable Law primary methods by which canReview carrels on the second fioor didates are selected. First, an inpossible.
of the library in order to frustrate vitation may be made to those perthe studious efforts of fellow sons who meet the criteria set by
students.
Another purpose of the the Editorial Board. TraditionalOn a final note, the Career Services Office has much to offer. All Law Review is to converge upon ly, the Board will invite those perstudents, especially 1Ls, are en- the computer room and complete- sons who have completed their
couraged to stop by the office and ly monoplize the printer for hours. first year and are at the top of the
become acquainted with what the This assault is strategically timed class. Second, the Board invites
Career Services Office has to offer. to impede the completion of the persons who have a combination
of high legal writing score and
The sooner a student learns how to first year appellate brief.
effectively utilize the resources in Fact: Both of these inconveniences high class rank. Third, the
the Career Services Office, the are the result of the substantial Editorial Board conducts a
easier it will be for the student to amount of research and writing re- writing competition each summer
quired of all Law Review par- which is open to first and second
obtain desired employment.
ticipants. The Valparaiso Univer- year students. Invitations to Law
sity Law Review does have two Review are extended to those perdistinct purposes. The first pur- sons who meet the criteria for the
pose of the Law Review is to writing competition as set by the
publish a sourcebook of legal Board.
scholarship. The second purpose is
to provide students with an educaopen sign-ups for on-campus tional experience not offered Myth 5: Being invited to Law
registration; establishment of a elsewhere in the law school Review means that you are on
"Easy Street."
Model Anti-Discrimination Code; curriculum.
Fact: False. You are far from
and investigation of the full extent
of Common Law Dignitary 'lbrts Myth 2: The Law Review "Easy Street." In fact most people
A reception and dance for all publishes uninteresting articles would agree that you have just
representatives followed the last comprised entirel'y of superfulous moved far across town from "Easy
assembly meeting. Represen- verbiage, most of which might as Street." For example, second year
tatives to the meeting also found well be written in Latin or Greek, law students participate on Law
Review as invitees. In addition to
time to discover the 'lbronto night for that matter.
life and take in some of the sights Fact: False. The Law Review writing a "note" on the topic of
before returning to their respec- prides itself on publishing clear- their choice, invitees are responly written articles on subjects at sible for checking the footnotes of
tive schools.
the cutting edge of the law. Each articles to be published, as well as
Should you have any questions issue of the Review is comprised participating in the Law Review
regarding the above-listed resolu- of a wide variety of articles, com- as members of the Editorial
tions passed by the law student ments, book reviews, and student Board. The Law Review, which indivision, or Valparaiso's vote on a notes, covering a plethora of legal clude a myriad of activities rangspecific resolution, please contact subjects. Preparing publishable, ing from actual publication proeither Tim Murray or Steve Cox understandable items for the cess and critically editing articles
for such details. Any other ques- Review is often a long and ar- submitted for publication to
t ions regarding the 1988 Annual duous process, resulting in a pro- assisting invitees during the note
duct designed to enhance writing process.
Meeting are also welcomed.
workable legal thought on specific
PRESS RELEASE
topics.
Volunteers Needed
Porter-Starke Services, Inc. is in
Myth 3: Being on Law Review is
just another way to avoid class need of volunteers to work at the
under the new attendance policy. Porter County Home, Monday
through Friday, from 9:00 AM to
Fact: Although several members
of the Board have in fact tried to Noon. Volunteers must be 18 years
use this excuse on occasion, the of age or older and are needed to
purpose of the Law Review is also provide staff with clerical
to provide participants with a uni- assistance. Anyone interested
que academic experience, not an should contact volunteer cooralabi. The quantitive and dinator Harriet Sensenbaugh at
qualitative demands of Law · 465-9412 or 464-8541.

ABA Convention Successful
Forum Staff Writer

I

Cleveland, Ohio.
Any student interested in attending or obtaining more information on any of these events should
contact the Career Services Office.

Wanted: Writers and Copy Editors
Anyone interested in writing for the Forum
meeting Thursday
should come to the

3:40 Library Conference Room

Board Dispels· Myths
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Movie Review: The Last Temptation of Christ Raises Questions
By JC Anderson
Forum Lifestyles Editor

"TO THE VIEWERS: This film is
not, nor is it claimed to be. based
on the Gospels." (Preface to "The
Last Temptation of Christ.")
Not a typical opening for a
movie review (or a film, for that
matter), but I bring it up to clear
up one point. I will not take issue
on either side of the "controversy"
question, whether or not the film
is blasphemous celluloid trash
from Satan. This is an issue to be
addressed in a viewpoints column
(although you might not know it
from reading some of the many socalled "reviews" of "The Last
Temptation of Christ"). This minor
point out of the way, let's proceed
to the film itself, suspending our
preconceptions we may have inadvertently acquired.
The film itself is beautifully
shot, the transitions from scene to
scene flowing together reminicient
of the power created in Orson
Wells' "Citizen Kane", only this
time the magic is in color. Scorsese
chose to shoot in Morrocco which,
perhaps not altogether coincidentally, was the location of another
controversial Christ movie, Monty
Python's "The Life of Brian".
The cultural aspects and artifacts are painstaking authentic-Jesus' carpentry workshop is filled with tools and gadgets
remarkably similar to articles
found from the turn of the
millenium. So good are the visual
and technical aspects that perhaps
without all the preliminary
ruckus, "The Last Temptation of
Christ" might have been doomed
to the art theater circuit for years
before comin2 to public light. But,

of course, it takes more than good
props to make a good movie.
Scorsese merely uses these props
to enhance the powerful story he
tells, rather than to carry the tale.
While the movie is long, (2¥• hours)
and bogs down in couple places,
the high spots greatly outweigh
the flaws.
Between Christ's early doubts
and His crucifixion, He agonizes
through three stages of His
transformation to divinity. When
the film opens, Jesus is a simple
carpenter-well, not quite simple.
He is fitfull, has strange dreams,
hears strange footsteps following
Him. He is tormented by the idea
that God wants Him to do
something but Jesus doesn't know
what. He tries all the "typical"
penitence methods--self abasement, physical pain, prayer--to no
avail. He realizes (or perhaps
merely believes) that He is a sinner, apologizing to Mary
Magdeline for not marrying her
when they were younger and saving her fron a life of prostitution.
(His saving her from the stoning is
one of the film's most powerful
scenes.) Yet even this affords Him
no relief from the terrible dreams,
from His sense of uncertain
purpose.
He goes out to meditate with a
group of rabbis in the desert, and
the first of the miracles occur.
After discussing His own meditations and revalations with the
other rabbis, Jesus hesitantly
decides to make God's revelations
to Him known to the world. At
this point, though, He doesn't
know how to go about completing,
or even beginning His mission.
One rabbi tells Jesus, "You know
your mission. Go open your mouth
and let God's words fall out."

T~t. L~St

As Jesus "lets Gods words fall out
of His mouth", He demonstrates
His perception of His relation to
His fate. He sees His fate as dragging Him through existence. Here
begins one of the film's most important struggles. Is His fate the
guide of His actions or the result
of His actions. Clearly at this
point, His fate guides Him. Even
as He performs His early
miaracles, He is as giddy and
amazed by them as His followers
are. Everything that He does He
doesn't realize as His own actions,
but merely the accomplishment of
God's will, regardless of His own
will. Therefore, He does not try to
resist God's will. But against His
is another will, that of Judas and
the zealots. Judas convinces Jesus
to visit John the Baptist, to see if
He is truly the One.
John the Baptist recognizes
Jesus as the Christ, and urges
Jesus to take up the sword against
evil. This is not Judas' sword
against the Romans, but God's
sword against Satan. John calls

Toys For Lawyers:
By David G. Clark
Forum Staff Writer
Okay, so you want to purchase
a computer. Now what? First time
computer buyers face a confusing
world of brand names, incompatible standards, and choice of options. Which brand, standard, and
configuration is right for you?
Before deciding on hardware
you have to think about what you
want to do with your computer.
Will you be using the computer exclusively for document creation
(word processinr) or will you also
use U for accounting (spreadsheets), client and docket
OtTanbatlon (database manage·
meat), craphtc design and pmes?
Do you want or need portablllty?
How you answer these ques·
tlons will help determine the
hardware you want and how much
it will cost.
A computer without applications oftware is us less. The
dominant computer standards in
the marketplace today, Apple
Macintosh and mM-PC, are the
two for bleb there is a plethora
of available software and a commitment by the soUware
developers to continue producm.
more.
There are literally thousands of
commercial software proennu of
all types available in these t o
standards with more com~ to
the market every daf. By sticking
with either the Macintosh or PC

standard the computer buyer
faces little risk of investing in a
system that may become an "orphan" due to a future decline of
industry support.
The Apple Macintosh is a
popular machine with novice and
experienced computer users alike.
It combines extremely powerful
technolory with an easy to
understand and u.cte operating
system. The "Mae" is a machine
optimized for producing the best
video screen output poBSfble with
today's technology. It w famous
for its hirh graphics quality.
Software developed for the Mac
takes advantage of this graphics
quality by presenting everything
as "pictures" on the screen. Even
individual letters in a word are
generated as graphics pictures
rather than as characters, as Is
common on conventional computer screens. Thus, even though
the Mac has a rather small screen,
it produces clear and hirhly
readable images.
Everything the user wants to do
wlth the Mac, except actually
entering text, is done by 11 pointtug" at choices on a "menu". The
pointing is done with a device
called a "mouse" (so named due t i
its size, shape, and "taU" cord).
The menus appear on the screen
and provide the user with plain
ED&'llsh choices of what to do
(save, erase, move, etc.). The Mac
b by far the best choice for people
who are afraid of computers, on·

lrHPTAIION Cf C~RISIIAN5
Jesus to take an active stand,
rather than passively preaching.
But Jesus argues that it is not the
sword, but instead love that will
conquer.
After leaving the Baptist, Jesus'
followers wait for Him while He
goes to meditate in the desert. In
the desert, Jesus finds many temptations, confronts Satan, and God
shows Him that He must take up
the sword. Going back to His
disrliples, he brings back the
message of the sword. At this
point, Jesus' fate is fulfilled
through His actions, rather than
His earlier method of allowing His
fate determine His actions. Jesus
begins casting out demons. He
raises Lazarus from the dead.
Lazarus is later slain by the zealots
who do not want to follow Jesus'
non-revolutionary ways, after
Lazarus admits to the existence of
a life after death.
So Jesus leaves to preach, first
gathering His disciples, among
them is Judas the zealot who
awaits Jesus' military eme~encP.

When Jesus brings the sword to
Jerusalem to throw the money
changers out of the temple, Judas
and the zealots perceive this as a
call to arms. Here Jesus learns to
temper the sword, preventing the
zealots from armed combat
against the people in the temple.
Jesus realizes that He is the lamb
to the slaughter. He is God's tool,
but He is willingly led. He
foretells His betrayal to Judas,
thoug~ we are unsure if Judas
perceives Jesus' words as a prediction or a command.
Christ's last temptation comes
as Jesus is on the cross itself.
Christ is tempted with forgoing
death, and living as a mortal. He
is shown a life in which the world
seems unaffected by His life or
death. He wonders at the
significance of His own death, and
at God's oath that His death was
necessary. But He rejects the
temptation, dies on the cross, and
so completes His transformation
to divinity.
This is a serious movie, and it
raises serious questions of the
viewers. While potential viewers
may be upset at a challenge of
their faith, they must realize that
unchallenged faith carries little
weight. Faith is strenghthed when
it is maintained against adversity.
The faith here is that ultimately,
Christ was and is divine.1'lo matter how human He is discovered to
be, He is still divine. "The Last
Temptation of Christ'' is about
transformation to divinity as seen
through one man's mind. It is one
thing to be born divine and to live
and die as a human. It is a completely different thing to be born
human and have divinity thrust
upon you.
RATING: B plus

IBM-PC Best Buy

ly use them occasionally, and
want something that b Intuitively easy to learn.
However, there are major disadvantages to the Macintosh. First,
the Mac is expensive. Apple has
not licensed any other manufacturers to build computers using
the Mae standard. Without competition, prices tend to be comparatively high. Apple recently
announced a twenty percent price
increase on Its already steep price
for the Mac.
A typical Mac system retails for
around $4000.00, though student
discounts available direct from
Apple can reduce this by about
twenty five percent. Still, for
many people the product is well
worth the price.
The other major disadvantage
of the Mac is that most businesses,
including most law firms, have
adopted the mM-PC standard or
use a dedicated word processing
system. This means that that If
you have a Mac, your disks and
files may not be compatible with
your employer's syst em.
For the lawyer and law student
word processing will be the most
used application of the computer.
Writing is the work product of the
lawyer and anything that can
make that task easier is welcomed. Unless you seriously must
have the best graphics capablllty,
are a complete video p.me junkie,
or a total computerphobe the

IBM-PC standard will probably
be a better choice for you.
An add-on mouse and the newer
menu driven applications software available for the PC make it
almost as easy to use as the Mac.
Best of all, there are so many companies producing "IBM-PC compatible" computers that intense
competU1on results In a buyers
market and some really low
prices. A first rate PC compatible
computer from a reputable
manufacturer set up for word processing can be obtained for under
$2000.01.
A few manufacturers, Including
mM and Zenith Data SysteJDS, offer excellent direct discount prices
to Valparaiso University students,

faculty, and staff. Garry Moore is
manager of V.U.'s Personal Computer Resource Center and is
available to assist any university
community person with the selection and purchase of a computer
through one of these discount programs. Garry's office is in room
183 of Gellerson Ball (the College
of Engineering building) and his
phone number is 464-5062.
The prices offered direct from
the manufacturer under these dis·
count programs are better than
those offered by any store or mall
order outlet. If you plan to purchase a computer and software, do
It while you are still a student if
at all possible in order to get the
very best prices.
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Fashion La-w 101
By Three Elle
Forum Staff Writer

Bonjour! Welcome to the most
spectacular and up-to-date fashion
column in Northern Indiana Fashion Law 101. Three Elle is my
name and being fashionable and
chic is my game. Each issue, Three
Elle will discuss what's in, what's
out, what's new, what's hot,
what's bleak, and what's chic. Of
course, in compliance with ABA
and VU School of Law standards,
attendance in Fashion Law 101 is
required.
Three Elle apologizes many
times over for the absence of this
column from the first printing of
the Forum. The only explanation
for the absence from this elite
periodical that Three Elle can
legitimately offer is that she was
off to Milan on an exclusive buying trip for the law school. Of
course, all of the fashionable folk
at the law school take Three Elle's
advice and buy directly from the
couture houses in Paris, New York,
'lbkyo, Milan, and Kouts. Unlike
other law school policies, you will
not be required to make up that
lost article.
Droves of Us have been begging
Three Elle for fashion advice so
that they too can be chic at the VU
School of l.Bw. In response to their
desparate pleas for guidance,
Three Elle has decided to come to
their aid with a few helpful hints:

which provides you
with full narrative
texts for all of the
subjects you will see
on your bar exam.

Ask The Right Questions,
Get The Right Answers.
See your Campus Rep, or call:
STANLEY H.

BAR REVIEW SERVICES

(800) 223·1782 (800) 343·9188
C>1987 Kaplan- SMH

54. Zip

20.
11.
12.
23.
25.
26.
27.

EJ Kaplan-SMH
Bar
D Bar
reviews that
Review Services
provide "outlines."

1717 E. South Bend Ave.
South Bend, IN 46637
PHONE 219/272-4135

prnoriace

52. Turn

and create worldwide choas. I
hope this example raises a' new
conscience of awareness as to how
fragile our fashion world really is.
Finally, anyone can make a
mistake, even in a fashion decision. Three Elle commonly refers
to this as a "Fashion Fliux Pas".
Unfortunately, Three Elle has
witnessed many coldblooded,
malicious, and severe fashion
crimes which go against the Model
Fashion Rules. In order to increase
awareness of the Model Fashion
Rules, Three Elle will attempt to
dissuade would-be fashion law offenders within the law school community from commiting fashion •• '--~~-"--
ACROSS
law offenses by printing a Model
1. Some
Fashion Rule in each issue. Our
4. Penon from Denmark
first Model Fashion · Rule is one
B. Kinds of car (abbr.)
12.
Southern coll5tellatJon
that too many law abiding fashion
13. R~ lastnament
police have let pass without a
14. Layer
15. Go to bed
ticket for violating the rules of
17. Fink
good taste:
19. At

Which bar.review
really lays down
the law?

KAPLAN..SMH

~.Canadian

Pig Pen
Male reference
smcb
So~ker

up'"'lon of surprise
Leave
Own (Sc:ot.)

56. Appendage
57. Vorte~
53. Gardea
59. Look
OOWN

1. Away
1. Before (Pottle)
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.
9.

Sbrrl~k's

friend

Boat
Prt:'llden~al

nickname
Nay
Sc:ar:·
Fall month (abbr.)
Sebold
iO. Frult
11. Put away
16. Follower (suf.)
18. Morning
21. Believes different than
chun:b
12. Sun
23. Replltd
24. Co~eal
15. Fish
16. Clot
l8.1nltl
19. Bread
30. Spoken

28. Ban
29. Under
Ego
33. Wary
35. Symbol for radium
36. Lure
38.Can
39. Skillet
40. To
41. Noise
42. Wale
43. Rule
45. Military command
(abbr.)
46. Put
47. FJse
48. Err

:n.

3l.N~

33. Bed
34. Donal
37. 3quak
39. AJu
.H.~umb:;.
4~.

Dampen

<l."!. Ore nln

44. Dry
45. Note on musical sc:ale
46. Gun
48. Sneaky
49. Poem
SO. Small
51. Eoo
53. Public s.onouncement
55. Overdose ·

..
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Not For lLs Only:

Things To Do
In Valparaiso
By J C Anderson
Forum Lifestyles Editor
For the student attending law
school at V.U., pleasure time is
rare. As befitting all rare things,
the commodity is an extremely
precious one. Thus one doesn't
wish to waste-"''hat little free time
one has. Students, therefore, want
the most fun for their available
time; the most bang for the buck,
so to speak.
So where does a student go for
recreation? A good quest ion,
unresolved by many students even
after three years in Northwest Indiana. In order to facilitate student's pleasure hunting, I bring
you JC's Guide to Fun in N'west
Indiana. After you get tired of
hanging out in all the bars in town
(both of them), take a gander at the
following list.
1) The Dunes. The Dunes is not
limited to the state park. There are
dozens of beautiful beaches between Chesterton and Michigan City. Drive down Route 12 and pick
a road going towards the lake.
Chances are you '11 find a great
secluded beach.
2) Mini-Golf. All over! Route 30
is putt-putt heaven. Down d Rtes
30 and 2, about 10 miles west on 30,
and there's a great new course in
Merrillville at Rte 30 and I-65.
3) Real Golf. There's Mink Lake,
a rolling nine-boler on Rte 49 just
north of V-town. There is Forest
Park, down Sheffield St. just off
Campbell Rd.
4 ) The Peppermint Twist. This
lounge is strictly a 'SO's bar(okay,
so I said this wasn't a list of watering boles-forgive me this once)
complete with a DJ playing out of
the front of a '57 Chevy. The P.T. is
located on Rte 30 going towards
Merrillville inside the Stardust
Bowl. The Stardust is also a multilane bow ling alley.
5) The Holiday Star. In Merrillville, at Rte 30 and I-65. Not only are there good musical acts
nightly covering a wide range of
musical styles and tastes, but
there is also the Comedy Cottage.
The C.C. usually bas two shows on
weekends, each consisting of two
or three stand-up comics. Usually
pretty good, often adult humor,
rarely (though it does occur)
obscene/juvenile bodily function
acts.
6) ;pJae :Pe.. $ilt The Pines. Great
bunny bills for warming up to go
to Aspen for Christmas break or
Spring break (for 1Ls, only if your
appellate brief is finished by
Spring break). About a mile north
of Valpo city limits on Campbell
Rd.
7) Rogers-Lakewood Park. A
reat place to picnic, swim, fish
and in the winter, the greatest
"tubing" in town. Y'know, TUBING! Riding an inflated inner tube
down a huge snow/lce-y hill. Yah!
Just over the Valpo city limits, on
Campbell. P.S. Watch out for
stupid little kids on the bottom,
walking on the track. Their dads
are mean as HELL!
8) 'J!)ae ~wailt Co'o•lf The 49'er
Drive-In.. Up north ofValpo on Rte
49. late-release movies, bad sound
things, expensive hotdogs. Yeah,
but so what? You and and a bunch
of friends go and you have a car
party. Or(heb, heb, heb) you bring
a date and have a car PARTY. Who
needs popcorn? They say that even
the battle of the sexes stops at the
drive-in. Both are neck •n• neck.
Anyway, it's a deal, you see two
movies, and you have a lot of fun .

9) 87toppi"f• (sorry, girls) The
Parks Department. Play softball,
volleyball, or just about any
organized sport with people from
the area. You may not do as well
as the men's Jackson's/Law
School softball team, but it'll be
fun and you '11 meet a broad spectrum of people. The P.O. is in the
phone book.
10) Chicago! A truly exquisite city. So much to do. So many ways
to get there. You can drive in about
55 minutes, up 49 to 94 and bead
west ( or to 90 if you're willing to
pay $2.45 in tolls to save 10
minutes' time), and follow the
signs for Lake Shore Drive. You
can take the train. The Southsbore
is north of Chesterton and runs
regularly between Sam and 9pm at
$-4.75 a pop. The Amtrak runs from
Valpo, but at less convenient hours
and buck more in fare. Note time
constrictions when taking trains.
Now, once you get there, what to
do? Park your car, or get out of the
Randolf St. station. You now have
two options. Taking cabs (and
noting where you originated,
parking in... , wellyou know where
to park safely) or taking public
transportation. The recommended
method is cabs. They're quicker,
more reliable and more apt to get
you where you want to go (without
having to walk 16 blocks from the
"el" station), and more expensive.
But look at it this way. If you're
going to Shy-town You're going to
expect to blow a few bucks. So
w hat the hell? 'lake a cab.
Where to go? Where to b egin?
The museums, the p lanetarium,
the aquarium, the sports halls, the
beaches/bike paths, the various xfests, the concerts, the zoos, the
restaurants, the list goes on! But
even after the infatuation for the
obvious wears away, Chicago lures
with the insidious heartbeat of ten
times ten thousand little pockets
of what the city is made of. The
Halstead/Fullerton clubs are a
blues dream. Try one or two (or
six) of the jazz clubs. Geno's East
(on some street north of the river,
Mr. Matthew K. Begeske ((of our
ever lovin' sports department)) bas
assured me, that begins with a
VOWEL) is rumored to serve "thebest-pizza-in-the-world''. Very few
persons deny the rumor. The
Cabaret Metro is a great place to
see new music. Hoosier-wavers
beware. This may even blow your
socks off. Next to the "Cab-met"
is Pravda records, the Metro's own
label's outlet. (Of course, you'll
find Wax-Trax down by the blues
clubs.) The Metro is on Clark St.,
just north of Wrigley Field.
When you get hungry, try one of
the little places all OVER the
town. Yes, that divey-looking
place that looks like it serves rat.
For a place like that to survive in
a Chicago market long enough to
let dust settle, they've got to be
damned good. Not that a place has
to look nasty to to be good. The
Melrose Diner (at Melrose and
Broadway) is one of THE greatest
all-night food experiences possible. Great food, a lot of it and great
service. A hundred thousand
million zillion little comer ethnic
bars around. Drink Guiness and
Jameson's in a pub. Have a
Hacker-Pschorr
and
a
Jagermeister in a bier-garten.
Well, these e.re just some hints.
If you want more details, I'll be
glad to help. You can get in touch,
that is, unless I go to Chicago. Or
maybe I'll be golfing, or at the
beach, or tubing, o~..

I
'
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--Photo by

In case you were curious as to why these trees look the way they do, the foil is for sculpture class.

Interviewing Tribulations
By Tim Baker
Forum Col1lllllllst
Ah, lntervl~. It's the time
when you dress up in your
monkey suit and tell a total
stranger why you are the perfect
penon for a job you're not sure
you want anyway. You condense
your life history to a sJ.ncle page,
called a resume, and then spend
twenty minutes or so teJJJ.nr this
stranger what you think be or she
wants to bear. H you're lucky, you
will be asked baek to the law tlrm
for a second interview t o spen d
most of the day dolnc the same
t hing with a b unch of people
w hose names you can't remember.
The lnterviewiu&' process Is a lot
like legal education ltseU; It's a
little phony. unreallstic. and at
times uncomfortable, but It's the
system we've got and we have to
learn to adapt.
But what's really going on
behind the seenes? What are the
characters in this comedy-drama
really
thinking
in
that
interrogation-like Interviewing
room? This col1lllllllst recently
was gifted with the temporary
powers of mind reading during an
interview between Will U. lmpressme, blrlng for Sweat, Grind
& Bill, and lma Wllliq, secondyear law student.
Impreasme: Good mo~,1ma.
Willing: Good morning, Mr. lmpressme. (Now remember. firm
handshake, sit with legs crossed.
and look him In the eye.(
Impressme: You have a fine lookInc resume. (Wish I could say the
same tblng about your credentials.) I see you wrote the Honor
Paper In Contracts. We'll certainly give that some ''consideration".
Ba,ba.

Willing: Ba, ba. Thank you. (Ob
brother. This ruy's just a barrel of
laughs.)
Impreasme: Was Contracts your
favorite class?
Willing: Well. wblle I'm Interested
In offers (such as one of employment from your firm). I found
Lepl Writlnc entbralllnr. I Just
couldn't get my fill of legal
research
and
writing
memorandums.
Impreasme: What a coincidence.
Our summer program stresses
lepl research and writing. (And
so does our associate program, except for the occasional privilege of
carrying a partner•s briefcase to
trial.) What are your Interests outside of school?
Willing: (All my Interests are outside of school.) Well, I compete on
several intramural sports teams.
I read a lot of novels, and I enjoy
golnr out with my friends. (Like
to Jackson's, for Instance, where
I spend quiet Thursday nights
drlnklnc too many beers.) I also
attend church replarly. (Hopefully, that makes up for my activities
at .Jackson's.)
Impressme: That sounds very Interesting. (It sounds like a total
bore.) Tell me, what are your
strengths and weaknesses?
Willing: (My strength Is putting
up with stupid questions like
these. My weakness Is sausage pizza with extra cheese.) I'm a bard
worker, and eager to learn. But I
am inexperienced.
Impressme: I appreciate your
honesty. (Of course, it could cost
you an offer with our tlrm.) Where
do you see yourseU In five years?
Willing: (Sitti.Dg behind your desk
In what used to be your office, telllag you to file my appearance in
an Important case and pick up

ASK HEF:

Dear Hef:

Why is there so much talk
about economic injustice
around this fall? Don•t we all
know that people who don't
have money -- don•t work,
or are lazy?
Sincerely
Diamond Shoes

D r 1\Ninkle Toes:

You have It all wrong! It Is
the people with money
who don't work and are
lazy. They just picked their
ancestors right and were
good to them so that they
were not disinherited. In
this respect, there Is no
economic Injustice since
the rich stay rich.

some doughnuts and coffee on
your way back.) Worktnr bard In
an establlahed law tlrm, dolnc all
I can for the betterment of the
praetice.
Impressme: Good answer. (Your
bard work means a bic&"er cut for
the partners.) Do you have any
questions about the firm?
Willing: Yes. Do you use your summer program as a feeder for
associates? (Ob yes, a few other
tblDp. How much do ,ou pay. bow
are the bonuses and benefits,
when•s my first vacation, can I get
a corner office, and w en do I
make partner?)
Impressme: Yes we do. (Provided,
of course, you bust your butt all
summer and bill eno1JI'h hours.
Bu t you'd bet ter worry about getting a second Interview before ,ou
worry about a full-time associate
position.) In fact. we hired five
new associates this year from our
summer program. (We also axed 15
others.) Any other questions? (I
hope not. your time Is up.)
Willing: No sir, you've covered just
about everything. (Oh, there Is one
more thing. Where did you ret
that awful tie?)
Impressme: Good. Well, our firm
will be in touch with you. (Probably in the form of a rejection
letter.) Thanks for coming in.
Willing: Thank you. I enjoyed the
opportunity. (Hope I can bold
back this yawn. Ob no. my leg fell
asleep.)
After the Interview, Wlllinr sees
a friend In the ball who questions
him about the encounter.
Friend: So bow'd it go?
Willing: Really well. It seemed
like we were on the same
wavelength.
Friend: Wow, that's great. (Guess
that means you didn't ret the job.)

If you have a problem or need advice,
ask Hef. Ask Hef is the
Forum's answer to
Dear Abbey
'lb ask Hef, simply
place your letter in
locker number 85 or in
the Fo~m box in the
SBA office.
The
deadline for the third
As always issue of the Forum is
Hef this Friday.
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Fundamental Dispute
Splits Environmentalists
By Robert F. Blomquist
Associate Prof. of Law

Editor'a Note:
Thia piece ia an excerpt from an
addreaa Prof. Blomquiat gave to
the full V. U. faculty on Augwt 26,
1988 a.a part of the Inaguaral
Faculty Workahop. The addreaa
wa.a entitled, "Mattera of Life and
Death in the Natural World: In
Search
of Environmental
Wisdom."
Since the end of World War ll,
things environmental have captured center stage among the
tangle of competing problems facing the world. Along with issues
of nuclear war and appropriate
use of medical technology, environmental concerns "have linposed themselves on all reflective
thinkers" on the very deepest level
in the words of a recent American
Scholar article. These three sets of
issues share an overarching focus:
they address "matters of life. and
death."
On one level, environmental problems are closely related to dilemmas raised by the global nuclear
arsenal and the quality and quantity of technologies available to
medical science. For example,
•'nuclear winter" is a recently
coined phrase that describes the
climactic chaos that would ensue
in the months and years after a
thermonuclear exchange. According to this scientific scenario, the
earth would be enveloped in a
cloud of swirling radioactive dust
that would block out the sun and
inhibit the prospect of any
resurgence of plant and animal life
on the planet. The aftermath of a
nuclear war would, therefore, present the greatest environmental
problem faced on the earth since
the onset of the last Ice Age some
50,000 years ago: the prospect of a
lifeless planet.
Medical technology, . too,
presents a constellation of closely
linked environmental problems:
protection of humans against low
level ioni.zing radiation from X-ray
equipment and certain cancer
therapies; prevention against
AIDS-infected syringes; blood
vials and body fluids washing up
on costal beaches; and control of
hospital incineration of discarded
medical wastes. Yet, paradoxical-

ly, while medical wastes come into being out of social concern for
healing and treatment of the sick
and dying, the unregulated
dissemination of these wastes
throughout the environment
threatens the well-being of the
healthy and the living.
On another level of analysis, it
is not surprising that we as a society should be preoccupied with the
social challenges of preventing
nuclear war and responsibly exploiting medical technology.
Humankind, like all life forms,
tends to be most concerned about
forces
that
impact
selfpreservation and sustenance of
the species. The devastation of
nuclear war is easy to conceptualize - even for a child. It is the
most palpable threat to our shared
life instinct.
In a similar vein, medical
technology - CAT scanners, artificial organs, wonder drugs, and
laser-assisted surgical procedures
- is easy to appreciate, even for the
illiterate and uneducated, as our
greatest hope for sustaining and
prolonging life.
While there may be differences
in opinion among reasonable peo.ple concerning how rapidly to
disarm the superpowers these
disagreements can be described
merely as differences in degree
rather than differences in kind.
All reasonable persons agree that
there should be serious current efforts, to limit and, if possible, to
eliminate nuclear weaponry.
Likewise, while reasonable persons may differ on such issues as
how health care should be financed, to what degreee we should subsidize some medical treatments,
and whether we should allow dying patients to terminate
dependence on Srrtificiallife support systems, points of contention
in this area are, again, merely differences in degree.
The wisdom of reducing nuclear
weapons and the imperative to
responsibly disseminate medical
technology are almost universally
recognized.
But this general social consensus does not exist regarding the
cognate life and death issue of en-

vironmental policy.
While people are clearly obsessed with things environmental- in
the sense that there are recurring

reports of "the erosion of essential
resources, water shortages, dead
fish in the Hudson, ... and the
decline of fisheries and of plant
life in the east," the most
troublesome normative disputes
are not differences in degree.
These differences are differences
in kind because they tend to represent diametrically opposed visions of reality.
The first fundamental dispute
among environmental thinkers
concerns the very meaning of
"progress." Since principles of environmental sccience focus on the
interaction of biological, chemical
and physical systems in the
natural world, environmentalists
have been accused of having a
disproportionate "concern for
nature to the detriment of human
and utilitarian values."
For those interested in "developing" the land- through mass construction of housing tracts and
shopping malls, damming of
rivers for hydroelectric power
generation, or clearing of forests
fOr interstate highways - it is hard
to understand the logic of persons
who object to these "improvements." From a developer's
standpoint, these activities.create
jobs, expand the tax base, and promote the public welfare.
Yet, the development ethic ignores, or downplays, what Professor WUdavsky calls "a different
level of rationality" from which
environmentalists see the world.
As Professor Eugene Odum
points out: "What the real conservationist is against is unplanned
development
that
breaks
ecological as well as human laws."
He notes that "the true aim of conservation ... is twofold: 1) to ensure
the preservation of a quality environment that considers aesthetic
and recreational as well as product
needs, and 2) to ensure a continuous yield of plants, animals,
and materials by establishing a
balanced cycle of harvest and
renewal.''
Unlike the developer, an environmentalist views human progress in relative rather than static
terms.
Moreover, the developer's notion
of progress is bottomed on a simple litmus test: whether a building

(Cont., see environmental p. 10).

Abortion Personal Matter:
Women Entitled to Choice
it became law, Roe has been a
small but significant serving of
justice and parity for American
women, and is recognition of their
fundamental right to make their
lives. The choice of whether to
have an abortion is, first and last,
a medical and private decision for
a woman to make (1) in light of the
circumstances of her life as it is
and her plans for tomorrow, and
(2) under advisement from her
physician, given her medical
status and her physical ability to
carry a fetus to tenn.
Given the personal and medical
nature of the abortion question, it
is not a matter that should be subjected to the winds of legislation
or the would-be impositions of
self-proclaimed moralists. Abortion is not a political question.
Abortion is not, as some people
have suggested, analagous to
racial problems in South Africa,
nor to government subsidies for
tobacco growers, nor to the plight
of death row inmates convicted of
high crimes. Abortion is simply
and purely a question of~choice,

By Dennis L. Goss
Forum Staff Writer
Anti-abortionists are making
new inroads in their battle to
diminish the civil right of every
woman in American to decide for
herself what she should do with
her body in the event of an
unplanned, unwanted prgnancy.
Filing lawsuits in behalf of socalled 'fathers' of newly conceived fetuses is just one of the latest
brainstorms being exercises with
the
hope
of
supressing
self-determination.
Behind the smokescreen of
righteous indignation, the antiabortionist effort is merely an attempt to impose a particular
ideaology and moral framework
upon the rest of society. Antiabortionists pit their personal
goals of social engineering against
the guaranteed legal, personal and
medical needs of American
women.
Anti-abortionists have consistently asserted the holier-than-

have consistently

'~nti-abortionists

asserted the holier-than-thou approach
to the abortion question."
thou approach to the abortion
question. They have been suecessful, not because they are right,
but because the women's rights activists have failed in their meager
attempts to derail the high road
territorial claim of the antiabortionists. Reduced to its essential element, the anti-abortionist
argument is: 'You should do what
is right, and WE are the ones who
are going to tell you what the right
things are.'
Anti-abortionists have twisted
every conceivable line of reasoning in an attempt to comer the
market on morality and ethics
with regard to abortion. They have
labeled those of us who believe in
civil rights as immoral, deceptive,
cold-blooded baby killers. AI:.tivists in civil and women's rights
are tired of the labels and lies. We
believe in a cause; we seek to arrest a potential infringement on
the rights of women, to deflect a
campaign of propaganda and
disinformation which is being orchestrated, not to 'save innocent
children,' but to cripple the individual's ability to choose, to exercise democratic freedom.
The Roe v. Wade decision
represented a major step toward
gender equality in America. Since

1

and of whether that choice should
be made by a group of antiabortion zealots seeking political
redress to suppress an element of
democratic freedom, or by the individual women involved, whose
lives will be forever altered should
they be abandoned with no voice
of their own in so personal a
matter.
As students of law, we recognize
that no civilized society can function without regulating certain
aberrant behavior. Further, a
women's rights activist will not
claim that abortion is prima facie
a good thing. However, it is
blatantly wrong for antiabortionists to label as baby
killers those who recognize the
wisdom of the female gender to
practice self-determination and to
make decisions independent of our
historically mal~-dominate~,
male-influenced society. Free w1ll
cannot be regulated to such an extreme as to so obtrusively impose
on the civil and human freedoms
our country has aspired to and
fought for. Women are equalequal in intelligence and equal in
decision making ability. The
choice of abortion belongs, not to
a political or religious faction, but
to women.
.
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Cigarette Companies Should
Be Responsible For SmokingRelated
By Mark Niermann
Forum Staff Writer

Last month the tobacco industry
suffered its first defeat in nearly
40 years of smoker-death suits at
the hands of a Federal Court jury
in New Jersey. The jury blamed a
cigarette company for the lung
cancer that killed a heavy smoker
and the jury awarded $400,000 in
damages to the smoker's widower.
The jury found Liggett Group,
Inc. partially responsible for the
death of Rose Cipollone, who had
been a pack-a-day smoker of the
Liggett Group's Chesterfields and
L & M cigarettes from 1942 to 1968.
The case turned largely on
several damaging internal company and industry documents. The
jury felt that these documents
showed that the Liggett Group
was aware of the danger of cigarettes and made false guarantees in
its advertising that its cigarettes
were safe. In addition, the jury
found that the defendant failed in
its duty to warn smokers of health
risks associated with smoking until Congress required such warnings in 1966.

Illnesses And
Although the Cipollone verdict
is certain to be appealed, it is also
certain to spawn much more litigation. The Cipollone case
represents the first blow to the
tobacco industry bastion, and is
welcomed encouragement to those
with pending or potential claims
against the tobacco industry. With
the discovery clearinghouse
available to plaintiffs, each case
will become easier, the result beqtg many more plaintiff victories
to follow.
In my opinion, the Cipollone
verdict came long overdue. For
years until the federal Government began requiring that warnings be given in 1966, the tobacco
industry advertised cigarettes as
completely safe, even in the face of
a growing concern of health risks
associated with smoking in the
40's and 50's. It is ludicrous to suggest that the industry was
unaware of any connection between lung cancer and cigarette
smoking, (something it still
denies), or any other health risks
associated with smoking. The
disclosure of the sensitive
documents in the Cipollone case
bears this out.

Broken Eooe.s.

Deaths

'lbbacco companies only began
putting warnings on cigarettes
after a Congressional mandate in
1966. However, as a result of one of
the most powerful lobbies in the
country, the warnings adopted by
Congress
were
extremely
marginal, (WARNING: The
Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking May Be
Hazardous 'lb Your Health).
Of course, the tobacco industry
took no steps to make the warnings more effective. It was not until the early 80's that the warnings
were upgraded - again only as a
result of Congressional action.
Even today there is no warning of
the addictive nature of nicotine,
and the tobacco industry continues to portray cigarette smoking as safe and healthy.
It is high time that the tobacco
industry, like every other
American industry, be held accountable for its unsafe product.
Countless. people like Rose
Cipollone became addicted to
cigarettes long before any substantial warnings of the dangers of
smoking were publicized. Certainly it cannot be said that they
assumed the risk of smoking; a

Lawyers Must Set Priorities
or may not be). Anyway,
By Lisa M. Sunderman
knowledge isn't everthing!! 'You've
Forum Staff Writer
Then wy in the
Recently, I read an article in Ann got to be kidding!
0
Landers quoting Mahatma Gan- world is 990/ of our time directed
dhi's list of the Seven Deadly Sins. toward this goal?", we ask. Many
I found them very insightful and people are extremely intelligent,
so -I though I would share them; yet they lack happiness and feelings of success. As valuable and
1. Wealth without Work,
necessary as knowledge is, life is
2. Pleasure without Conscience,
3.
Knowledge
without void without interpersonal relationships and time for hobies and
Character,
activities.
·
4. Commerce without Morality,
5. Science without Humanity,
4. I have discovered that many of
6. Worship without Sacrifice;
us feel quite uncomfortable
7. Politics without Principle.
discussing morality, feel that it
Many of us are about to enter the just does not belong in law, and/or
professional world, particularly feel that morality issues are
legal practice where responsibili- overemphasized in American
ty, honesty, and integrity should society. In fact, I find it
be our first priorities. Even astonishing that many people
though I am not a historian nor a believe that 'truth' does not exist,
philosopher, I have given my per- which to me is a moral question.
sonal viewpoints on how this list, But, if 'truth' doesn't exist, then
which Gandhi so emphatically . there is no right or wrong and,
and eloquently stated, may apply therefore, morality is only a dead
concept. It scares me to think that
to us.
1. This seems absolutely wondermany law students as future proful to me, especially as a 3L. In fessionals, advisors, and policy
fact, I feel as if I have put in makers, would not believe there is
enough work after twenty years of right human conduct in the course
education to reap the rewards- of business or, in other words, do
and NOW! However, I remember not believe in morality. (Morality
Bodensteiner's words during
is defined as 'conformity to ideas
orientation that this (law school) of right human conduct'.) I agree
is the fun part. He's got to be kidthat Commerce without Morality
ding!!! Seriously though, as we
is a deadly sin, especially deadly
build our law practice and conto the continuation of an affluent
tinue to grow in wealth, and lower system built on hard work and
those loans, we should remember
good faith, because immorality
that every client deserves our unbreeds corruption, g1-eed, and lies,
divided attention and hard work,
and thus, inefficiency, distrust,
and that our work in tum deserv
disarray, and eventual commercial
es the wealth that we derive from
self-destruction.
it.
5. So many topics can fall into
2. I feel there is an abundance of this phrase. I see abortion as a
pleasure to gain from life. Yes, scienfific procedure lacking
even practicing law should be humanity, as well as some forms
pleasurable. However, I guess of euthanasia, genetic engineerwhat Gandhi meant was that ing, and unconsented sterilization.
sometimes immediate pleasures Although we probably all have a
override our conscience, but we different understandilng of
should not seek pleasure at the ex- humanity's role in science. we canpense of another's pain or our own not forget that each time society
long-term well-being. 'Ibo many at- allows a breakdown in upholding
torneys seek 'excitement' in 'pull- the dignity of life, we draw one
ing one over on their opponents.' step closer to the horrors of past
accepted inhumane scientific
3. This immediately reminds me
of comments I hear about law methods and human disregard.
(i.e. the annlhilation of the Jews,
reviewees (as unjustified as it may

SURGEON·· GENERALS WARNING:
Smoking Causes Lung Cancer;
Heart Disease, Emphysema, And

forced sterilization of those labeled 'disturbed or feebleminded', the
killing of undesired children, and
lobotomies on the mentally ill) I
believe lines must be drawn so as
not to violate bodily integrity nor
invade personal privacy, and so as
to preserve the sanctity of human
life and to leave to God those decisions which are his to make (life
and death ... ). However, science
without humanity will continue to
flourish without strong opposition, opposition that is as important in the early stages as it is in
the face of clearly identifible
human destruction.
6. I guess this 'sin' goes toward
the phrase 'words without action',
also known as giving lip-service.
Or to Christians, taking communion without a sincere heart nor
intentions of changing our wrong
behaviors. Or to politicians, campaigning and praise of programs
without follow through once
elected. Or to spouses, all taking
but no giving. Or in friendships,
being two-faced. All of which is to
say the least-hypocritical. I think
this is quite self-explanatory.
7. Politics so often lack principles, as evidenced by looking at
legislative history and congressional debates. Unfortunately
many laws are designed with ignoble and self-serving purposes
rather than with underlying goals
of advancing social good. However,
Gandhi saw this 'sin' as the
dichotomy accepted by politicians
between ends and meansdistinguishing the immediate
from the ultimate, i.e., using the
means of violence to bring about
the desired ends of peace, justifying the end', and the end having a
moral priority above the means
employed. He strongly argued
peace by non-violence because to
do
otherwise
would
be
hypocritical. The political process,
based on Gandhi's philosophy,
must utilize principles of truth,
fairness, and respect to achieve
common good. Thus, the common
good of society should be apparent
in both the political means and the
ends desired.

person must know of a risk before
he can assume it.
However, as documents like the
ones uncovered in the Cipollone
case reveal, the tobacco industry
has long been well aware of the
potentially serious risks of smoking. That the industry continued
to represent cigarette smoking in
light of this knowledge is
deplorable, and that the industry
has, until now, never been held accountable for any smoking related
illnesses or deaths is a travesty of
justice.

The victory of Rose Cipollone's
husband against the tobacco industry is a victory for all tobacco
industry plaintiffs. While the
cigarette companies attempt to
downplay the verdict's significance, and even reverse it on appeal, the tobacco industry cannot
reverse the fact that a Federal jury,
a neutral group of Americans
representing a cross-section of our
society, has found the tobacco industry at least partially responsible for the death of a cigarette
smoker. And I say it's about time.

Environmental Value
Systems Needed
project earns a sufficient profit in
terms of "money." An environmen-

talist, however, tends to view such
a definition as inadequate and
incomplete.
Another fundamental dispute
among environmental thinkers
concerns the urgency of taking actions to avert looming ecological
problems. On the one hand,
thinkers such as the late Dr. Herman Kahn of the Hudson Institute
might be labeled "confident
technologists." On the other hand,
a group of experts that might be
classified
as
"worried
technologists" have expressed concern that time is running out to
tackle troublesome global environmental problems. Instead of
speaking in terms of the next 200
years, these thinkers talk in terms
of the next several decades.
While it is unrealistic to expect
a consensus of values, given the
pluralism of interests involved
with environmental matters in the
world today, , it is feasible, I
!believe, to narrow our differences.
Building on the work of Professor Thomas Schoenbaum and
Dean Rusk, Professor of Law at
~.he University of Georgia Law
School- who identified a number
of "environmental policy perspecives," I contend that a synergistic
appreciation and blending of four
basic environmental value
systems would help thinkers to
resolve pressing environmental
!Problems in a more practical
fashion. I call these four value
systems: 1) ecological, 2) economic,
3) ethical, and 4) entropical.
Briefiy sketched, these value
systems tend to focus on a particular concem that is necessarybut not sufficient - for complete
understanding of the complex environmental issues we presently
encounter and will face in the comming years.
l.The ecological value 81/ltem
· emphasizes the "hidden dynamics
of the natural world." For example, the particular forces of wind,
tide, erosion, and sand deposition
patterns that form barrier beaches
is vital - from the ecological

perspective
in framing
enlightened policies for costal
development and harbor improvement. Likewise, the peculiar
biological immune systems and
evolutionary patterns of insect
species in becoming resistent to
chemical pesticides is important
for crafting good agricultural
policies.
2.The economic value 1111tem
assumes that individuals in the
society should guide the use of
society's resources based on free
bargaining and exchange that
maximizes human wants. The
Coase Theorem is an expression of
this value system. According to
this theorem, free market bargaining can eliminate environmental
externalities and achieve the most
efficient result, assuming zero
transaction costs.
3.The ethical value 1111tem
assumes that "nature has a value
that transcends man's desires and
needs."
4.Finally, the entropical value
1111tem acknowledges a reality of
the universe: that all physical
systems tend to move toward a
state of entropy - from order to
disorder, from structure to randomness, from predictability to
chaos. This value system seeks to
carefully measure and manage
relationships between key
variables of the earth's environmental systems, energy and
resources, population growth, and
technological prowess. This
perspective also seeks to achieve
dynamic equilibrium between
these factors or what some have
called a "steady state economy."
The American farmer-poet,
Wendell Berry, captured the spirit
of broadened, synergistic, environmental understanding - so
urgently needed in our modem
world - when he observed in his
poem,
"The
Unforseen
Wilderness:"
And the UJOrld cannot bt dftcooertd by a
fotlme!l of mila. no matter how long. but on·
ly by ofPlrfrual Journey, a~ of one rnch.
uery arduous ond humbling ond lotJful, by
IDIIJch • cmiue or 1M ground or our feet, ond
,_,. ro bt or home.
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Dukasis
By David A. Mathies
Forum Staff Writer
One of the major issues in this
year's
Dukakis-Bush
1988
presidential campaign is day care
in the United States.
Some of the statistics on daycare in the United States may be
surprising. The Census Bureau's
1984-85 data reports 37 percent of
the nation's 8.2 million preschool
children whose mothers work have
their children in family day care
centers. Another 23 percent are in
day-care centers or preschool
programs.
There is an estimated 3 million
spaces available for the 8.2 million
preschool children. The average
annual cost for child care at these
centers is $2,300 (US News and
World Report, August 29, 1988,
page 39). It has been estimated
that by 1990, 80 percent of working
mothers will have children under
the age of one and will be searching for day care. Well over half
of the centers are not licensed.
Family day care and day care
centers are experiencing several
problems as the need for such institutions rapidly increases. Many
day care centers are over-crowded
and unsafe. Turnover at these
centers is well over 50 percent.
Children at these centers, as well
as their parents, to one degree or
another experience trauma or
emotional disorders due to their
instability.
Both Massachusetts Governor
Michael Dukakls and Vice President George Bush have expressed
a genuine concern for working
mothers and the day care
situation.
G enerally, Dukakis advocates
the day-care partnership arrangement. The day-care partnership

Compared to Bush on Day Care
always attempted to help the poor
in terms of providing housing and
food. Also, our country has always
encouraged education.
There are numerous examples of
federal programs that attempt to
enhance our standard of living
through the housing market. The
government has encouraged independent ownership of homes
through FHA and VA loans and
the establishment of savings and
loan institutions across American.
The government has granted tax
breaks to developers who restore
dilapidated inner-city apartments.
Along the education lines the
government encourages education
for our children by advertising the
values of education, the providing
of low interest rate student loans
and granting federal aid to those
who qualify.
But there is little being done for
our preschool children in day-care
centers and their mothers who are
on the employment line. Little
seems to have been done to make
day care centers both available
and affordable.
A great number of our preschool
children come from single parent,
low income households. Many
mothers find that it is not worth
seeking employment due to the
high cost of day-care. Many
mothers are also unable to find
proper care for their children, thus
forcing the mother to remain
unemployed and to stay at home to
care for their children . Our
government has always encouraged people to find employment and
to be financially self supporting.
'lb add emphasis, assume the
following hypothetical of a typical
single parent household. A mother
has an opportunity to be fully
employed at Five dollars an hour.
'lbtal income for a given week

poverished mother to gain employment and hopefully eventually
lead to a life of financial independence. Employment will offer a feeling of pride to the mother,
which may also help the parentchild relationship. Child care
centers would provide a safe and
educational environment for the
child. In certain situations the
child care center may be a safer environment than the home.

Given the general character of a

given six year old child,
psychologists have been able to
predict the guture success in the
life of that child. For example a
child who is energetic about lear·
ning, has an optimistic attitude
toward life and people will continue with this behavioral profile
throughout life. A properly run
day-care center can be seen as a
positive influence on a child's life.
Depending on the operation,
day-care centers can have either a
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positive or negative affect on a
preschool child. A properly
operated day-care center can put
the child ahead as to educational
development.
Given the tangible and intangibles of day-care centers, we
should support our government to
enhance the availability and affordability of day-care centers. Given
that we are dealing with preschool
children, the cost of any government program offered to enhance
day-care should be irrelevant .

by Berke Breathed
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"Many mothers find that it is not
worth seeking employment due to
the high cost of day-care."
would have both the government
and private sector to provide child
care services. The partnership effort would increase the availability of day-care centers. Dukakis
would require day care centers to
be licensed and to meet certain
mm1mum standards. Also,
Du.kakis's program would attempt
to make day-care centers more affordable. Dukakis 's program
primarily focuses on the quality of
t he day-care centers and the proper care of the preschool children.
Bush's child care plan calls for
the implementation of a $1,000 tax
credit per child under the age of
four for certain low income
families . Bush's program would
make child care more a ffordable
to the low-income families.
Dukakis's p rogram, in comparison to Bush's, would cost the
government/taxpayer substantially more money. There is also
always the issue whether either
presidential candidate's program
would pass Congressional vote.
In terms of public policy, we all
should agree that there is nothing
more important than for the safety and proper education of our
preschool children. Child care
should be a concern for all of us.
To date. our federal government
has done little in terms of day care.
This nations policy to date in
regards to child care is inconsis·
tent with many welfare and educa·
tion programs our government has
established. For example, this Nation, through social programs, has

after deductions would be approximately $150.00. Assume also that
this mother has two preschool
children of which she wishes to
place in a day care center. Using
the national average cost to care
for a child in a day care center, the
mother's total cost for the care of
her two children for a given week
would be approximately $100.00.
The decision of whether to work 40
hours a week to take home $50.00
seems quite quite obvious.
One may easily argue that the
cost and non-availability of day
care is discriminatory to the single
parent household. The cost of day
care discourages or even prevents
a mother from seeking employment. Current day-care centers
may be seen as an obstacle to the
right to earn a livelihood . In sum,
the implementation of a federal
day-care policy is needed to
benefit both the impoverished
mother and most importantly the
child.
Child care centers can oUer great
benefits not only to the preschool
child and mother, but to society in
general.
Children are impressionable. If
the preschool child sees their
mother going to work each day
they will think that this is the way
of life. If the preschool child sees
their mother at home, not working, and receiving welfare
payments, they will again, see this
as the way of life.
Increased availability and better
affordability of day care centers
will obviously help the im-
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IN OUR OPINION
Oral Advocacy
Must Be Stressed
In order to be an effective lawyer,
one must develop and refme his
research and writing skills.
Although this statement is
blatantly obvious, it is misleading
because it only tells part of the story.
Like this statement, students at
Valparaiso Uni~enity School of Law
only acquire part of the tools they
need to become truly effective
lawyen.
The missing element from the
above equation is the art of oral ad·
vocacy. In our opinion, the art of
oral advocacy is not straled enough
at Valparaiso U nivenity School of
Law.
Law students are constantly
reminded of the importance of legal
research and writing; fust year
students are required to take two
semesters of legal w ·ting, fmal
grades are based on written essay ex·
ams, and all students must fulfill the
extensive seminar requirement in
order to graduate from law school.
Although legal research and writing
skills are essential skills that every
awyer must master, it is also
ecessary for the lawyer to master
he art of oral advocacy.
Development of oral advocacy
kills should not be restricted to
hose student who wish to beoome
rial lawyers. Since lawyers are required to use their oral communication skills on a daHy basis, all lawyers
must be able to effectively com·
municate their thoughts or they will
not succeed. For example, oral ad·
skills are used in dealing with
lients. If a lawyer cannot effectively communicate with his clients, his
research and writing skills (no matter how refmed they are) are useless.
Lawyers also utilize their oral adocacy skills in dealing with fellow
members of the Bar, employers and
mployees, and opposing counsel.
Although Valparaiso University
hool of Law has an excellent
arch and writing program,
alparaiso does not adequately
repare its students to practice law.

The only required oral advocacy
training Valparaiso students receive
is in the semnd semester of legal
writing. First year students are
rquired to present an oral argument
in front of a panel of Judges. While
this exercise serves as a good introduction to the art of oral advocacy, it is certainly not enough.
In our opinion lawyers should be
thorough and accurate researchers,
dear and concise writers, and eloquent and convincing speakers. Learning how to beoome an effective
communicator takes time and prac·
ticc. Valparaiso should require its
students to take at least one class in
which oral advocacy skills are
taught.
Valparaiso should also provide
more oral advocacy classes. Students
who wish to develop their oral advocacy skills have limited options.
The only class specifically designed
to nurture the development of oral
advocacy skills is trial advocacy. Unfortunately, class sizes are very
limited so many students who want
to take the class cannot take it.
Beyond the classroom, Valparaiso
does offer a variety of competition
teams which stress oral advocacy
skills. Again, however, the spaa:s are
extremely limited.
Although the law school needs to
stress oral advocacy skills more, there
is some hope on the horizon. Many
professors give studenu extra credit
points for class participation. When
bonus points are given, it encourages
some students to bea>me more vocal.
However, when professon subtract
points from fmal grades because of
incorrect answers, students may
choose to remain silent even when
they are called upon and know the
answer.
In our opinion professors should
try to encourage students to develop
their communication skills.
Whether it be by awarding participation points or by requiring students
to stand when they speak in class,
oral advocacy skills must be stressedmore.

From the 1L Studen t s' Guide,
Getting the Grade

Ch. 2 Case Analysis
The Importance of the Holding of

Your Briefs

From Our Readers
Dear Forum Editor:
I was both disturbed and encouraged by Mr. Goss ' article in
the last issue of The Forum. Usually by the second year of one's stay
at V.U. Law School, all the flowery
and polysyllabic language has
been weaned from one's
vocabulary. Congratulations are
due Mr. Goss for not succumbing
to the many "rules" of legal
writing. Here, however, is the end
of my congratulatory remarks.
Although the last two
paragraphs of his article entitled
"Fires of Racism Still Smoldering" are certainly agreeable and
sound much like the "Keep Hope
Alive" rhetoric of a recent Nationa! Convention, I must disagree
with the remainder of the article.
In summary, Mr. Goss praises that
which has become known as Affirmative Action, defined by Black's
Law Dictionary as "employment
programs required by federal
statutes and regulations designed
to remedy discriminatory practices in hiring minority group
members." Blacks Law Dictionary
55 (5th ed. 1979). Mr. Goss claims
that "Affirmative Action has
worked" (citations not omitted).
He also claims that Affirmative
Action was an attempt by "rich
white America[ns] to placate the
rising domestic unrest of a people
..." (again, citations not omitted).
Finally, Mr. Goss labels that
which has become known as
Reverse Discrimination -- prejudice or bias exercised against a
person or class for purpose of correcting a pattern of discrimination
against another person or class, id.
at 1186 - as " racist." Moreover, he
labels reverse discrimination as
"feigning concern for individual
rights, when in reality it is
nothing more than well-polished
theory, structured to perpetuate
white dominance."
Racial discrimination, whether
it be hiring a less qualified black
over a more qualifiied white, is
just that; racial discrimination
and as such is reprehensible. Mr.
Goss would suggest, however, that
it is all right, even preferable, to
hire the less qualified black before
the more qualified white merely
because blacks, as a class, have
been discriminated against in the
past. I submit that the adage, "U!t
the best man ("person,. for those
of you with pronoun han2-ups)

win" still bears merit. The notion
that one's qualifications, skill and
experience should dictate his
employability, not the color of his
skin, cuts both ways. People competing for jobs or promotions
snoula be forced to stand on their
own feet - not their color.
Mr. Goss states that "America's
blacks (and other minorities) have
carved many inroads into the
economic mainstream with the
tools of Affirmative Action." This,
in my opinion, is rather paternalistic, reminiscent of comments
attributed to Jimmy the Greek.
Any real gains made by minorities
have come from their own ingenuity, dedication and hard work, not
by someone handing them a job
because they are a minority. Affirmative Action merely prolongs
racist attitudes against which Mr.
Goss crusades, as it gives the impression that some people did not
earn their jobs based on skill or
qualifications, but were hired or
promoted based on their skin color. Affirmative Action furthers
tension, and creates frustration,
resentment and disillusionment
on the part of other persons, who
although equal or superior in
qualifications, see themselves
discriminated against based on
their color.
In all fairness, I certainly agree
with Mr. Goss that discrimination
in any form is reprehensible and
ill-fits an enlightened society.
However, black racism and
discrimination against whites is
just as noxious as its equally ignorant cousin; white racism.
Remember the recent "Mirth and
Girth" debacle where black racists
(Chicago alderman) stormed the
Chicago Art Institute and seized a
less-than-dignified portrait of the
late Mayor Harold Washington
painted by a white artist? Not only was the Art Institute forced to
apologize for exercising its rights
to freedom of speech, it was also
made to promise to exhibit more
"black art." The actions of these
black racists should shock our conscience no less than the actions of
white racists.
There are obviously no easy
answers to the problem to the problem of discrimination. Merely
because there are no easy answers,
however, does not create the right
to discriminate against one person
in order to help another.
Discrimination against anybody is

wrong and the fact that a white ls
discriminated against does not
lessen the crime. Mr. Goss ' notion
of "one nation" suggests equality.
Equality is when race does not
matter at all and people compete
based on their ability, not on
statistics and ratios. Only then
will we approach Martin Luther
King, Jr.'s mountain-top dream.
Sincerely
Paul Ritsema
Dear Forum Editor:
We, as lLs, finding succumbing
to legal socialization difficult (we
now say Crim. Law & Civ. Pro.),
feel a need to take issue with the
alleged facts regarding orientation.
As any reasonable man would
know, orientations can rarely be
termed successful. The donuts
were taken away too early and
devoured by 2L & 3L "helpers." We
did "stick around" for lunch and
did find it rather boring, never seeing the alleged singing submarine
carriers. The organization fair was
rather unorganized. Generally, a
"cookout" does not imply fried
chicken or broilers, or even cosmic
chicken. Frigaliment Importing
Co. v. B.N.S.lnt'l Sales Corp.,190
F.Supp. 116 (N.Y. 1960). We concede
that Jackson's was the most educational and informational aspect of
VU Law School Orientation. We
feel that next year the entire shindig/extravaganza should be held
at Jackson's, and we will sing with
the cheeseburgers.
Sincerely,
A couple of lowly lLs

Forum Letter Policy:

The Forum welcomes all comments, criticisms and suggestions.
If you would like to write a letter
to the Editor, the letter should be
put in locker number 85 or in the
F'orum mailbox in the SBA Offie.
All letters to the Editor must be
typed and signed. Unsigned letters will not be printed. The unsigned letter in this edition of the
Forum is the one and only exception the Editorial Board has made.
In the future there will be no more
exceptions.
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Cries of Patriotism Blur Issues:

IHE CAMPAIGN ""'W< A 11ME-0Jr AND E'IERYON£ 1RIED
CN iHEIR OLD UNIFORMS- cu.J'T A:a<ME WHY-

IHATS FCt.JTICS

Dukakis and the Pledge of Allegiance
P.S. Marchand
Forum Staff Writer
"Patriotism is the last refuge of
a scoundrel."
-Samuel Johnson
"Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the
press ...."
-U.S. Const. Amend. I

"I read 'no law abridging' to
mean no law abridging."
-Mr. Justise Hugo Black.
No Good Deed Goes Unpunished
Every Election, one of the two
parties, in a refrain that, like a
folksong, seems never to tire of
repetition, accuses the other of unpatriotism, of a disloyalty to this
Union and her values that, to hear
it, mounts virtually to treason.
This year the Republicans, sorely discomfited by the growing
evidence of the manifold inadequacies and indiscretions of Dan
Quayle, and appreciating that the
best defense is a loud offense, have
fabricated an issue out of the
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag,
and the alleged antipathy of
Governor Michael Dukakis
thereto.

lawyer, on immediate notice that argument, or a.ny argument
there might exist constitutional epistemologically related to it,
problems with House Bill5627. In reflects a dangerous misconcepaccord with his duties as Governor tion of the nature of the Constituof the Commonwealth, Mr. tional duty that attaches to every
Dukakis sought th~ advice of the • elected official, State or Federal,
Supreme Judical Court as to the in this Union.
Before entering upon the exerproper constitutional posture he
should adopt. On May 16, the cise of his duties, the Governor of
Commonwealth
of
Supreme Judicial Court replied to the
Massachusetts,
in
common
with
the Governor. In Opinion of the
the governors of the other 49
Justices, (1977) 372 Mass. 874, sovereign States of the United
N.E.2d 251, the court held the States, takes an oath to preserve,
statute unconstitutional, as protect and defend the Constituviolating the First Amendment. tions of the Commonwealth and of
Citing a line of decisions expoun- the United States. Implicit in the
ding the First Amendment right taking of such an oath is a commitnotto speak starting with the ment not to act in contravention of
famous case of West Virginia Bd. the Constitutions of the Comof Educ. v. Barnette, (1943) 319 U.S. monwealth of Massachusetts or of
624, in which the Supreme Court the United States. It must follow
held unconstitutional a West from such a commitment to conVirginia law requiring the recita- stitutional behavior that when it
tion of the Pledge of Allegiance, becomes apparent to one charged
the Supreme Judicial Court of with office in the commonwealth,
Massachusetts reiterated the either through his own knowledge
massive doctrine that the State of the Constitution, or through the
may not require the utterance of lawful pronouncements of a comany particular speech. As Justice petent court, that a proposed
Harlan put it in his concurrence in course of action is unconstituLathrop v. Donohue, (1961) 367 tional, he is duty bound to have no
U.S. 820, 858-59, any attempt by a further part of it, and to prevent
governmental authority to induce unconstitutional activity through
belief in an ideological conviction such means as are proper and
by forcing an individual to iden- lawful. Only thus may an oftify himself intimately with that ficeholder truly live up to his or
conviction through compelled ex- her oath to "preserve, protect and
pression of it is prohibited by the defend" the constitution.
In the instant matter, Governor
Dukakis was confronted by an
enactment held by the highest
Court of his Commonwealth to be
unconstitutional. He had two
choices. He could have played to
the grandstand, so to speak, signing the bill into law in defiance of
the Supreme Judicial Court and
leaving others to clean up the
First Amendment. In light of such mess. Instead, he adhered faithfulteaching and doctrine, the ly to his duty to the ComSupreme Judicial Court could not monwealth as he saw it, and with
but find House Bill 5627 the courage that comes to those
who are confident of the proprieunconstitutional.
ty of their actions, he vetoed
The Governor's Constitutional House Bill 5627.
Response
This is constitutionalism. This is
Faced with the reaction of the what is meant by that oath to
Supreme Judicial Court to House preserve, protect and defend the
Bill 5627, Governor Dukakis had Constitution. Only by a rigorous
two choices. He could either veto application of Constitutional stanthe bill, or he could sign it into dards to the acts of the state and
law, with full knowledge that the its agents can the commonwealth
Supreme Judicial Court con- be maintained, and the liberties of
sidered it unconstitutional, and its citizens be protected. Certainthat as enacted, House Bill 5627 ly the inculcation of love of counwould almost certainly be struck try is a laudable end, but if that
down by the Court at the first op- end is accomplished through unportunity. Indeed, it is quite pro- constitutional means, then we call
able that a test case questioning our entire structure of ordered
the validity of the bill, should it liberties into disrepute. That conbecome law, was already in stitution will not be respected
preparation.
which is disregarded, however

''The Republicans' carryings-on
are more sizzle than steak.''
The Republicans base their attack on Dukakis' 1977 veto of a bill
that would have required
Massachusetts schoolteachers to
lead their pupils in the Pledge of
Allegiance to the Flag of the
United States. With loud shrieks
and alarums, the Republicans proclaim that such a veto makes
Governor Dukakis little better
than a traitor, a crass unpatriotic
villain. Never mind that the
Governor was performing his constitutional duty; never mind that
the Governor was keeping faith
with his Oath of Office. Michael
Dukakis, the Republicans declare,
is the man who will not let your
child say the Pledge of Allegiance.
'Ib borrow a homely aphorism
from my Texan ancestry, the
Republicans' carryings-on are
more sizzle than steak. But,
anyone unwilling to be confused
by the facts, anyone whose mind is
made
up
notwithstanding
whatever the truth may be, need
read no further. If, however, dear
reader, you are after the steak and
not just the sizzle, read on, for the
truth will set you free.
The Governor' conundrum: The
Unconstitutional Blll
On April 27, 1977 pursuant to
that unique prov1s1on of
Massachusetts law which permits
her Supreme Judical Court to
render advisory opinions on the
request of the Governor or the
Great a n d General Court
(Legislature) of the Commonwealth, Governor Michael
Dukakis t ransmitted to the
Supreme Judicial Court a copy of
House Bill No. 5627, which would
have required teachers in public
schools in the Commonwealth of
Massachuetts to lead their pupils
every morning in the Pledge of
Allegiance.
The presence of such a provision
put Govem.or Duka.kis, a trained

''That Constitution will not be

New Rules Irnplernented
By Mary Beth Lavezzorio
Forum Staff Writer
Now that it's almost October,
the law school library has become
the popular home-away-fromhome for most students.
1Ls have bombarded the circulation desk with requests for each
hornbook; select 2Ls have begun to
load the carts with reference
books for their law review
journey; and even 3Ls are still using the library -for they're what
last year's 3Ls called the "gunner"
class and the race for the ''gunners" isn't over until the fat lady
sings in May.
Aside from these dedicated law
students, there are the numerous
undergraduates who stop by for
their evening social meetings.
So, as you can see the library is
the busiest place in the law school.
However, users beware! This year
the library has taken on a new attitude. Rules have been set, and for
those of you who have failed to
read the Library Newsletter, I
thought I'd take the time to introduce you to these new
guidelines.
Rule 1: "Food/Drink" Rule: As
usual, no food or drink will be
allowed in the library by the
students; however, faculty and
staff are exempt from this rule.
Rule 2: ''Circulations Materials''
Rule: Circulation materials can
only be checked out for three
hours during the day and you must
leave your own personal identification (not your roommates,
your Mom's or your dog's tags) at
the desk. For every hour you are
late with your return you will be
charged one dollar. This rule also
applies to overnight usage.
However, faculty and staff are exempt from this rule.
Rule 3: "Unstapling" Rule: If
stapled reserve materials are
returned without the staples, you
will be charged one dollar.
However, faculty and staff are exempt from this rule.
Rule 4: "Put Books Away" Rule:
Books can no longer be left on
tables over night. That includes

library books with the "please do
not reshelve" notice and personal
belongings as well. The law
library has hired undergraduate
students to put the books away for
them at night. However, faculty
and staff are exempt from this
rule.
Why should the law students be
charged excessive rates for overdue books? Isn't it obvious that the
law students are not walking
around with extra cash in their
pockets? For the amount of money
being fined, students could probably start their own library.
What happended to "grace"
periods which seem to apply only
to outsiders who take books out
for more than one week? Further,
where is this money going? 'lb buy
more copy machines?
In regards to the "no food or
drink" rule, what's the use in
maintaining the rule if no one
abides by it? I see people bringing
pop and coffee in all the time, but
I don't see any carpet stains oxbook damage that the rule makers
are worried about. It was the leaks
in the library's lower level that
caused the damage to the books,
not the students with their drinks.
Have faith law librarians,
students will clean up their spills,
after al12Ls' wouldn't want their
law review notes to be destroyed.
I don't have answers to these
rules,
but
I
recommend
eliminating the extensive and expensive fining. Why not have the
student pay off his debt by shelving library books as opposed to
hiring undergraduates? Why not
even lower the fine?
What's the deal law librarians!?!
This is the student's law school
and the student's law library. The
students already contribute
money to get the books and maintain the premises. If you want
more money, why not make a
budget request rather than hit the
law students' wallets -wallet hitting shouldn't come until after
graduation.
Finally, if rules are going to be
made, they should apply to all
library users- law students,
undergraduates, faculty and staff.

respected which is disregarded.''
Rather than tnhict upon the
Commonwealth so constitutionally infirm a piece of proposed
legislation, the Governor vetoed
the measure. In so doing, there can
be no question to the informed
observer that the Governor acted
in furtherance of the duties imposed upon him by his Oath of Office.
Now it is urged by various
Republican commentators, and by
various Republican acquaintances
of mine, that Governor Dukakis,
notwithstanding the adverse opinion of the Justices, should have
signed House Bill No. 5627 into
law, in earnest, it is argued, of his
"Patriotism." Such an argument is
made, I think, with more passion
than prudence. Moreover, such an

much the sentiments of the majority may support an unconstitutional or anti-constitutional act.
The test of any democracy is not
how well the rights of the dissenting, and often outspoken and unpopular minorities are protected.
Popularity is a tenuous thing, soon
fled, and no prop for the commonwealth. The final question,
therefore, becomes: do we desire a
President who will support unconstitutional acts because such
acts are popular, who would sign
unconstitutional legislation
because it is "patriotic,'' or do we
desire a President who will attend
faithfully to his oath of Preserve,
Protect, and Defend the constitution of the United States?

Photo by Zieba

lL John Haas studies in the Valparaiso law library
where new housekeeping rules have been implemented.
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Announcer Misses The Mark:
Soccer Laughable Prediction
By Matt Begeske
Forum Staff Writer

......

I was going to write about the Big
'Thn this week, but after their performance this weekend, I have
nothing even remotely good to say
about them. So instead of forcing
myself to watch Big 'Thn teams
humiliate themselves on national
television, I watched the
Olympics.
I like the Olympics. The array of
International competitors in
popular and not-so-popular sports
makes for a nice change in the
usual run of the mill showing of
American sports on T.V.
As usual though, there's always
one announcer at these International events who doesn't know
what the Hell he's talking about.
This particular announcer was
commenting on the state of soccer
in America today, and the need for
us to compete Internationally. He
described the growth of soccer's
popularity as "strong" and
"rapid." He pointed to the upstart
of professional soccer leagues in
America, the expanded T.V.
coverage of soccer, and the youth
soccer movement. He concluded by
declaring that soccer will soon be
a "Big 'Thn" sport in America
because (are you ready for this)
we're hosting the World Cup!
Well that about says it all for me,
instead of sending our "World Cup
quality" team overseas to be
humiliated, they can disgrace
themselves right here at home. I
don't know who ever though of inviting all those foreigners over
here to riot in our home streets and
vandalize our property over a
game that Americans can't play
very well, but they should be slap-

ped around ... often.
I guess this announcer only
works in television, because he obviously isn't watching it.
Yes. There's been expanded T.V.
coverage of soccer, it was the subject of an Old Style beer "I've got
a dream from the Heartland"
commercial.
A few professional soccer
leagues did start-up in the U.S.A.
(N.A.S.C., M.I.S.L, A.S.A.); but
tbey all collapsed in a miserable
fashion, comparable only to Kelsie
Banks Olympic performance.
(K'O'd in the 1st round by the only boxer in Holland).
It's true there has been a youth
soccer movement in America.
Parents are opting to have their
kids play soccer at a very young
age in lieu of the traditional
American Sports. That's because
soccer is a good youth game that
allows for optimum participation,
minimal injuries, and co-ed play.
But when their children grow-up,
they leave behind soccer in favor
of the American games of football,
basketball, and baseball - good
American sports.
I just don't see any need for us
to compete internationally in soccer. Americans in general don't
like soccer. Further, I don't see
Europeans clamoring about them
striving to compete with us in
football (ooh, wouldn't that be a
sight to see!)
What advocates of American soccer don't see is that soccer just
won't work in America for two
reasons: Thlevision and Thlevision.
It's no secret that T.V. can alter,
promote, and discredit any interest. (If you don't think T:V. dictates sports, ask yourself who introduced the T.V. time out in
basketball, and demanded the con-

struction of lights at Wrigley
Field).
Soccer is just plain bad for T.V.
because it is a continuous game
that does not allow for coinmercials. Big T.V. sports in America
have lots of stop and go action that
allows for our fair share of mindnumbing beer commercials and .
bladder relief time.
Secondly, soccer won't be big in
the U.S. because it's just plain boring to watch. Bowling has more action, and it shows in the ratings.
Soccer is a lot of fun to play, but
unless you're a fanatic about the
Photo by Garman
game, don't ever watch one. unless
you're an insomniac. Why do you Chris Mascal named Forum Feature Athlete
think Europeans riot during soccer games? They're bored to pieces!
There's more to cheer about in a
personal income tax class.
How exciting can a sport be
when Micheal Jordan can score By Beth Henning
quickly recnrlted at the VU School
more in a quarter than the whole Forum Sports Editor
of Law to join Willful & Wanworld cup field in a 14 day toumeton/The Dissenters, the all-star
ment. They don't even have the
Law School Women's Volleyball
sense to have scantily clad
Following in the steps of the squad. Following a second place
cheerleaders on the sidelines.
great "J.G." Garman is our most finish in the all-campus women's
People who believe the U.S. will recently named Forum Feature standings first year, Chris helped
be a soccer country need windows Athlete, Chris Mascal.
lead the splinter faction of W & W
in their stomachs to see.
The location was scenic Mink to form the Dissenters, which
Americans have a great sense of Lake Golf Course, home of the An- finished above average. Chris
entertaining sports events, and nual Hangover Open. The doesn't think there should be any
soccer isn't one of them. We like Valparaiso University intramural spllnter factions forming this year,
our violence on the field and golf laurels were on the line. .. due to the abolishment of tryouts
limited to a few fans in the could Chris hold on for the third for 1-M volleyball.
bleachers and local taverns.
year in a row? With a score of 37,
Chris was deeply touched by her
We don't kill opposing fans, we Chris successfully swept the golf being named the Feature Athlete.
just spill beers on them and ques- competition every year of her law She stated, "I'm honored to be
tion their parents' marital status. school career. Chris has taken among the great ... Plato, Socrates,
(Foreigners just don't understand home her 3rd t-shirt!
J.G. Garman, Rich Mills, and Mary
Freedom of Expression.) Most imOne would think Chris, V.U.L.S.' Kay Thanos." Chris also noted that
portantly though, when we're budding Nancy Lopez, has been she was roped into this interview
bored with a sport on T.V., we golfing for years but in reality she by the Sports Editor and John
Americans use our God-given only recently took up the game. Garman.
right to change the channel and Chris attended Woodland High
Chris told the Fomm that 1-M
watch the sport of true violence School in Streator, Illinois where sports are a good way to relieve the
and humillation, Big 'Thn Football. she participated in volleyball, tension from marathon reading
basketball, and softball.
sessions of Federal Practice. She
Upon graduation, Chris attend- noted that listening to J.G. Gared junior college, where she played man on the golf course has exthird base for the softball team. panded her golf obscenity
During her sophomore year, the vocabuary. Finally, Chris added
Johnson, by being himself, and Spirit of the Links of St. Andrews that her favorite golfing past-time
not worrying about the competi- ('arne upon Chris. It was destiny is collecting $1.00 per hole from
tion, showed Lewis and the world the day Chris went to pick up the her golfing idol, Douglas Elmer
clubs because it was "something to Batt (Golf pro.- Mink Lake).
what a true champion does to win.
do." From that day forth, the game
The end result was all too apCongrats to Chris on this
parent. In such a short period of just "stuck." Chris went on to dubious award. The Sports Editor
become a Saluki at Southern il- is looking forward to an awesome
time, Lewis was second again. I
linois University in Carbondale. volleyball season with some power
could not help feeling sorry for
Chris participated in Saluki 1-M setting and serving from Chris.
Lewis even though Johnson
volleyball and golf.
Best of luck in the future to Chris
deserved to win and lewis deservFollowing her whirlwind from the entire Forum Sports
ed the all too lowly and often
forgotten second place.
volleyball career at SIU, Chris was staff.

Mascal Wins Again

Johnson Defeats Lewis
By John Garman
Forum Staff Writer

It is Saturday and the race is
over, yet how can I still not dwell
on what I consider one of the truly great moments in sports?
Last night, Carl U!wis finally
had his Olympic moment with .
Ben Johnson of Canada. lewis got
smoked. Why? There are several
reasons all too blatant to mention.
Yet, I still cannot believe that an
athlete of Lewis' quality would
make the mistakes he did.
Problem number one: lewis was
so hung up on Ben Johnson that he
forgot what the race was about.
Lewis wanted to be Ben Johnson
and not Carl Lewis. Before Lewis'
semi-final heat, Johnson was confident and relaxed; he did not
watch Lewis race. Johnson knew
he just bad to run his own race and
he would win.

Lewis, on the other hand, was
mesmerized by Johnson whenever
Johnson ran. Thus, Lewis had
placed Johnson on such an
unreachable pedestal that Lewis
had psyched himself out of ever
winning the race.
Problems two and three: Lewis,
who is not as fast as Johnson in
the start, but who is generally
known for his increase of speed at
the 50 yard mark, made two fatal
turns of the bead.These turns of
the head allowed Johnson to pull
away from Lewis at the point of
the race in which Lewis should
have been reeling in Johnson. The
first look Lewis made was approximately 20 to 30 yards into the race.
On each glance shot of Lewis, it
revealed a face of tension and a
fear of losing. Johnson, on the
other hand, displayed a face of
purpose and confidence; a face
with the single goal of winning.

.
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P.S Marchand enjoys an afternoon swim at the PAD party.

Sports Shorts
By Beth Henning
Forum Sports Editor
Welcome to another sports edition ... J.G. and myself are still
looking for even more people to
write for the Sports section, NO
experience is needed!! C'mon, I
don't want to ask Troy Swanson to
write a guest alumni sports
column!
The Forum sports staff was going to run a story on th Depraved
Hearts soccer team, but the
weather and the opposing team
proved to be uncooperative (rainout and forfeit by the Alumni
dorm team). The Hearts are looking tough ... perhaps another intramural title will come their way.
My comment on "Not for the
Sensitive"
by
Matt
Begeske. ..okay, so the IWnt lost in
the Rose Bowl a couple of years
ago. The loss is old news. The
sports fan should note that the

Fighting ILLINI did defeat the
mighty Utes of Utah! Next
stop... Pasadena.
Jeff Kinsler, third year law student, wants to know when the
Forum Sports Section wU1 feature
his "quick hands, warning track
power, and power softball hitting." Jeff, talk to P.S. Marehand,
the Grand Poo-Bah of the Phi
Alpha Delta Law Fraternity, and
find out when the PAD-Faculty
softball game will be. Jeff just
wants to "Impress the chicks"
when he plays third base, just like
his hero Dave "The Big Guy"
Mathies does.
Several professors have mentioned that they would like to see
a bit more controversy in the
Sports Section... I could write
about the Korean Olympic bo:xlnc
incident or Matt Biondi's "touchout" for the gold medal in one of
his swimming races, but the
Chicago papers (Including The
Reader) 1beat me to it. It looks as

If I will be limited to the bowling
machine at Jackson's or the
fraternity teams whining when
they play the law school in any intramural sport. So for some contoversy, and sheer delusions of
granduer on my part...predictlon
for the Big Ten football winnerThe IDlnl!l
Seen at the Wishing Well Laundromat ... Marty DeVries is trying
to hide his devotion to the Olympic volleyball telecasts...likely excuse Marty, "nothing to do but my
laundry..."
Deadlines are quickly approaching for these 1-M teams:
recreational
basketball
September 28; co-ree basketball September 26: co-ree volleyballOctober 3.
Anyone Interested in playing
"pick-up" volleyball should watch
the 1-M board for announcements
pertaining to such games.
U ntU the next sports deadline. ..
your devoted Sports Editor.
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Winning Isn't Everything
By Beth Henning
Forum Sports Editor
Sports Editor's Note: This article
is the first in a series focusing on
"sport psychology:• the study of
personality aa related to aports.
Reaearch in aport psychology attempts to ascertain the role that
sport plays in personality
development and change and, the
influence of personality on aport
performance. Any comments,
criticism., or suggestions for
topics are welcomed by the Forum
Sports Editor.
My high school sponsored
several conference sports, one being varsity swimming. Our team
was mediocre at best, but with one

& her times slowed, my friend
stopped swimming to win and just
swam to avoid failure.
The cause of athletes developing
this fear of failure should not be
pinned on the athletes, the
coaches, or even on the parents,
but on the competition system
itself. Our competitive sports
system has only one winner. The
result of this is the development of
an overemphasis on winning
which creates a system where
athletes want to win so badly that
they push their goals beyond their
realistic capabilities.
Winning is an outcome goal; an
outcome goal evaluates an
athlete's success on a comparison
of performance to the performance

"Athletes should strive to
set goals that are challenging but realistic.''
exception. One girl on the squad,
within her four year high school
swim career, came to hold every
school record, except for diving.
During my senior year, our star
swimmer's times became slower
and slower. Our coach and the
swimmer's parents yelled at the
girl more and more. She swam
worse with each successive race.
& she lost her confidence, she
became more depressed. She ignored any positive encouragement
from our teammates.
Our star swimmer's problem is
not unusual because the competitive sports system that we participate in taught my teammate to
equate her self worth with her
swimming achievements. The
countless numbers of meters
travelled through the years of age
group and high school swimming
had led my friend to believe that
her value as a person depended on
her ability to win first place, and
if she lost, she would be unworthy
of the team's respect and approval.
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of other competitors. This comparison creates two problems
which may increase an athlete's
anxiety and
reduce self
confidence.
First, outcome goals allow
athletes to only partially control
their own success. Although an
athlete can control his or her own
performance, there exists a
number of factors beyond the
athlete's control such as the opponent's performance, the official's
calls, and competition conditions
(lighting, field or court conditions,
pool temperature, etc.).
Outcome goals also lack flexibility. Once competition teaches
an athlete that success means winning and failure means losing, the
athlete becomes unwilling to lower
his or her goals to keep success
realistic, if they believe those
goals will jeopardize winning.
Because winning limits the
number of athletes who can
achieve success, it also increases
the threat of failure. One method

lJNIVI~ItSI'fY

many athletes employ to fail
"honorably.. is the "token effort"
approach. If an athlete would give
100 percent and fail, teammates
would know that the athlete has
low ability. When the athlete performs only minimally, he or she
can blame failure on insufficient
effort.
The key to overcoming the problem of performance goals is to
convince athletes and coaches to
change the way they evaluate success. The most effective way to
help more athletes become successful is to view success in terms
of surpassing personal performance of others. This concept called "performance goals," enables
an athlete to control the process by
which they evaluate success.
Performance goals have the flexibility to be raised or lowered to
levels realistic with current
capabilities without risking
damage to self worth. Thus,
athletes are now able to not only
raise their goals following success
to enhance their motivation, but
also to lower their goals following
failure to maintain self confidence
about being successful.
Athletes should strive to set
goals that are challenging but
realistic. Additionally, these goals
should be stated in terms of
specific measurable performance
standards. This will provide for
more accurate feedback about how
well athletes are keeping their performance goals challenging, but
realistic. Finally, athletes should
set goals that are short term rather
than long range. Short term goals
are easier to keep specific and
realistic than long term goals and
thus should provide for more optimal levels of motivation needed
to improve one's skills.
One final note should be made
about performance goals. Social
support and reinforcement from
teammates is very important in
maintaining the enthusiasm and
self discipline needed to maintain
systematic goal setting practice.
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lL Chris Stride shows off his throwing abilities.

Football Season Begins
By Beth Henning
Forum Sports Editor
Greg Hazian granted the Forum
an indepth interview on the status
of the Barristers, the Valpararaiso
University School of Law football
team.
At the time the Forum went to
press, the Barristers boasted a 2-1
record. Greg said that the team
had some problems getting started
because so many team members
are interviewing for summer
associate postions and permanent
positions or are cite checking for
the Law Review.
The Barristers' toughest competition seems to be the Phi Alpha
Delta Fraternity. Intramural foot-

ball requires player speed and
quick hands, according to Greg.
He noted that "regular" football
rules do not apply because the IM officials want to discourage
body contact. The players cannot
use their hands for defense and
must rely primarily on a quick
passing game.
Returning veterans on the Barristers include: Ralph Bratch, Rob
Dassow, Marty DeVries, Scott
Ellis, Brent Inabnit, Dan Moore,
Jeff Nichols, Dean Panos, Dave
Woodward, and Coach-Player Rich
"All-American Guy" Babcock.
Greg reported that the Barristers have moved Jeff Nichols to
the Quarterback spot with Rob
Dassow receiving, noting that
Rob's height factor. helps out.
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Brent lnabnit, Dan Moore, and
Ralph Bratch are at the safety and
cornerback positions. Dave Woodward plays both offense and
defense. Greg noted that Dean
Panos is a good offensive player
and probably the Barristers' "best
receiver". Marty DeVries is the
"man on the line" because of his
size. It seems that the Barristers'
have come up with some sort of a
pass verging on a basketball alleyoop to Marty, utilizing Marty's collegiate athletic abilities garnered
at Dordt College.
Greg told the Forum that he has
played football his entire life, so
the flag football style of play
causes him to make many game
adjustments. He noted the players
must utilize different skills than
they normally would playing football for a collegiate team such as
Northwestern or some other Big
Thn school.
The Barristers have a good time
on the football field. Intramural
football proves to be a good study
break for all team members. Greg
reported that Rich Babcock tries
to get all team members on to the
playing field and reminds the
team to keep things in perspective.
The Forum inquired into the
Barristers' chances at getting to
the College '!burney held annually in New Orleans. Greg noted that
at this point in time the team was
still a bit unorganized. The Barristers have the capability to make
the tourney, but just need to "get
it together".
Greg was enthusiastic over the
first year law students' participation on the Barristers' gridiron
crew. The Forum Sports Staff
wishes the best of luck to the Barristers "on the road to New
Orleans".
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THREE REASONS
WHY MORE STUDENTS ARE
CHOOSING KAPLAN-SMH
BAR REVIEW COURSE

1

INTENSIVE
QUESTION REVIEW:

Over eighteen hours of in-class
question analysis by experienced law school professors is an
integral part of every SMH and Kaplan-SMH Bar Review course
at no extra cost.

2

NARRATIVE
TEXTS: The law

3

UNPARAIJIJELED
CONVENIENCE: Preparation for the

you need to know for your bar exam is
explained for you-not outlined-in our comprehensive texts.

bar exams of nineteen jurisdictions is available at over 100 Stanley H. Kaplan
Educational Centers nationwide (except in New England, D.C.,
Maryland, and New Mexico where courses are administered by
SMH).

-----PREPARATION FOR-----.:...--

California
Colorado
Connecticut
Dist. of Columbia
Florida

Illinois
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan

New Hampsl1ire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
Pennsylvania

Rhode Island
Texas
Vermont
· Virginia

If you plan to practice in any of these jurisdictions, your first step should
be to contact your campus rep or your local Stanley Kaplan Educational Center.

See your Campus Rep, or call:
Call Days, Eves., & Weekends
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS (312)437-6650
CHICAGO/NORTH
(312)764-5151
DOWNTOWN CHICAGO (312)346-9346

(800) 223·1782 (800) 343·9188

HIGHLAND PARK
LAGRANGE CENTER
e1987 Kaplan- SMH

(312)433-7410
(312)352-5840

